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ConsUmer lobby group planned for Terrace 
~-'.'We're Against Rising Qark. markets and suppliers b /and  names~ we're sugared cereal; g reen  anytl~g that does not people," stated Clark. while still ,under Anit- 
,Prices,' is a new group C~ark said the aim of mere aware, referring 'tO-~.speelflc peppers; and all aerosol apply to us specifically '~hestrex,~of l twi l lbe 
flretorganlzedbyagroup the organization is to "Tb 'e  - .Ontar io  groups to products." spray products, from the national list," in the peop|~ who use the 
df Ontarlo :homemakem encourage consumer o~anizatinn puts out a Thenational  ist this " In the fall, we hopa to explained Clark. beycoti list." 
tn  February and is 'b0ycotis nipreduces that national ist monthly o f  month encourages the get people involved "It's not a structured . Clark said the 
rgrowlng rapidly, ac- have ' • rmen us- products that should be boycott of an meat over locally In monitoring organization. It's Just a orpni~ation had been 
~cording to  local neecesasrfly in price, in boycotted," sald Clark. ~.~0 a pound; cheese prices. We hope to few ladies whoget the formed after food prlcea 
~spokesperson: Karlene order to make super- "We're not referring to over ;2.39 a.pound; idl combine or take. out information out to the rose 31 per cent in 1978, 
, 
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Rec director 
Wf 
Says he quits 
• ~: Phil Stewart I Terrace recreation super~tendent, ~ 
resigned on Monday, although be said In his letter of 
~m,l~__ ~en tlmt he 1plans to stay in Terrace. ' 
_~ __s~an..~mu~., actu~ mayor, said Monday during the 
cotmca~ meeting that Bob Hallsor, municipal ad- 
~Mstrator, wil l 'be directly responsible for the 
~Uon department along with Keith No,men, the 
naenrer and Dienne Dorrington, the administrative 
. _ Fe_ tsry: • • 
~_.~out~t' oaidStewart said the recreation deparhnent 
negro. .r.ye d by another stewardship. 
~nar  amo repor~ea mat Stewart said he found be had 
~ome differences with staff members and that he often 
~ound the workload too much. 
Stewart was a good man, said Scutar. He was in- 
grumental in imWovlng staff relations, but he often 
W~ked too hard. 
IS DEAD l 
I 
hiSgea* ] 
I 
.: W~ .~., ~,  had been in . . . . . .  ~un 
I !cancer. a',U~! a,mm" 'ab- :, ~" : - " " "~ ' " ' ° '  . : 
I: d,men sin m  sl  out h :r,O.year 
i: and o~ratlou 'carserit'~eburlyDuke, as 
I ~ the year, whenhls he was knewn to his 
rower intestine was frtendsandfam, de~eated 
partially removed. . lesions of villains. 
Wayne's second bout  Bernard StreAm, ad- 
with cancer bqlan earlier mimtrator of U~A 
, ' i~t  
~.:~ir ........ 
this year. with what was Medical Centre, said that 
• efficially described as a because of Wayne's 
routine gall bladder changingvilalslgminhla 
operatiou. He had entered last days~ "no one could 
the medical nentre Jan. 1O predict when death would 
and two days later his come." 
stomach was removed "Wbentbepainbecame 
during a 9½-beur o~ rather severe, he was 
• erailou when a lew-gra~ then medicatod and lt was 
, cancerous, tumor was really .yesterday and 
discovered, today that he never came 
i Five days later, ttsane out of it." 
t~te' disclosed cancer in Wayne was in a coma 
• .e ~stric lymph nodes, for the last 24 hours, 
with the probability Strn]nn said. 
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Carolyn Gibson trys it'wind blown 
MotOrcyclists test breeze 
 d!ter helmet law scrapped 
It looks like the use of TerraceRCMP said thelocal 
helmets have become op-. detachment is not plating 
tinsel for motorcyclists in charg~ at the present and is 
Terrace and throughout the awaiting the drafting of new 
prov~n_ce following a ruling legislation from the 
on Friday by. provincial Superintendent of Motor 
court Judge Salwyn Romiliy Vehicles. Gillespieoaid a 
in Burnaby. . ' similar, situation exists 
Sargent Gillespie of the throughout he province. 
When asked his opinion of 
the  charge in the law, 
Gillespie said, "it's strictly 
up to the people." 
"If they want to wear 
helmets, that's fine. If they 
don't, they take their 
chances," he concluded. 
.,.._ , ,  i ...acked 
(AP)--AU.S. ForssISer. treated by fo res ts . i ce   -.cr . .  
viceplane with 1~ persons, paramedics, who ~ n i l  I 
aboard crashed Monday into parachuted to the crash site, J • 
a river in the rugged 'The third survivor, accom. 
mountains of nerth-cent~al pealed by a dog, walked WASHINGTON (AP) -  A U.S. :airliner to Cuba since been in contact With the 
Idaho. First reports said away from the crash site to Delta Airlines TriStar 1974~ ~ a year after ,a U.S., Cuban government and.... 
there were three known the Mo~e Creek ranger Jetitaer with 1~ passengers Cuba extradition treaty ' there doesn't appear to be 
and 13 crew members halted ~ the flood of any problem between the survivors. ' east.stati°n' about 19 kilometres aboard was hijacked to Cuba blJac~Idngs. , U.S. and the Cuban govern. 
A forest service Monday night while on a ment." 
Managua 
bombed 
inflation guldefines. 
"Peop le ' s  wages  
certainly haven't gone up 
that much," said Clark.' 
"Ws very discouraging 
when you go to do your~ 
weekly shopping." 
MANAGUA (CP) -- 
President Anestaslo Somoza 
ordered his air force to bomb 
Manngea on Monday in an 
effort to crush an all-out 
guerrilla assault on the 
Nicaraguan capital. 
spokesman e id the man who 
walked out was in good 
shape but said the other 
survivors were being flown 
by hellogpter to Sacred 
Heart medical centre in Spe- 
hane, Wash. One of the in. 
Jurnd had severe chest in- 
Juries. The condition of the 
other man was not im- 
mediately known. ~ 
The spokesman said the 
remaining persons on the 
plane Were. presumed ead. 
Plans to establish a molybdenum ine at Kiisault 
on Alice Arm, 140 kilometres rortheast of Prince 
Rupert, have been pushed forward one year. 
Wayne D. Lenten, general manager of  Clilnax 
Molybdenum Corporation of B.C., Ltd., said Monday 
in Terrace that the mine and mill should be operating 
at full capacity by mid-1981. 
Reserves are sufficient for 26 years, he says. 
The $143-mlllion project will. provide an  ore- 
prbcessing facility capable of treating I0,000 tonnes of 
ore per day. 
The townMte of Ritsault, which closed down In 1972 
•ght to  Fort Lauderdule, from New York, a 
spokesman for the airline 
said. 
The Della spokesman and 
Federal Aviation Adminis- 
tration officials said the 
plans landed safely Just after 
8:30 p .m.  EDT at Jose Marts 
Airport in Havana, where 
many hijacked U.S. planes 
landed uring the 1960s and 
early 1970s. 
It is the first hijacking of a" 
FAK spokesman Jack 
Barker said in Atlanta, "We 
are now awaiting word from 
the ct/hon authorities when 
it (the plane) will return to 
the United States." 
Barker said the pilot in. 
t~cat .ed in a radio message 
e. nQaeker "WM ~s ib lv  n 
CU~O," but gave" no-~ln "~ 
formation about weapom or 
me n0aneer In which tim 
plane :was hijacked. 
The~ FAA spokesman said 
the state d~u'tment "has 
Columbia's MLAs are under- 
paid, don't get enough en. 
punse money to adequately 
cover their ridings, and were 
elected under an archaic law 
using a controversial voters' 
list, says the province's 
Royal Commission on 
Electoral Reform. 
Commissioner L.S. 
Eckardt, ins report abled in 
the legislature Monday, 
recommended a " new 
Provincial Elections Act, 
higher salaries and mere ca. 
pense money for the MIAs 
and a common voter's list; 
He said MLAs should have 
greater use of government 
aircraft and benefit from 
more more paid flights. 
He also roeommended that 
a board be set up to review 
and approve MLAs travel 
and outof-pecket xpenses. 
'q wish to emphasize that I
have taken a cautious ap- 
proach in recommending 
change to our extstin;K 
Barker said it probably will 
be flown to Miami when 
Cuban authorities give their 
approval. 
The Delta spokesman, Wil- 
liam Berry, said the plane 
"was diverted" as it passed 
near Wilmington, Def., about 
? p.m. EDT, 
sunmumlono to me 
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Election Act reform 
suggested by report 
VICTORIA (CPI --  British Echardt recommended the 10ursement will have the. 
allowed to accompany the 
ministers on government 
flights and other travels, and 
MIAs' spouses should be 
permitted to accompany the . 
member on some official 
salary for MIAS be in.-effect of reducing the 
creased to $19,000 a year munber of sltting days and of 
from $16,000-- payable In 12 ensuring that members 
mouthly lnotniments, maintain their permanent 
"Although the salary residence in the con- 
should not be made too at- stituencies which they 
tractive, a member should represent." 
be relieved of the financial 
problems which at present It further recommended 
appear to be s source of that blLAs be permitted to 
uuneceasay worry for u~e government aircraft and 
many" . that the "spouse of the 
He said that while deputy premier be, not only per- 
ministers traditionally get matted to accompany but 
merenioney that do elected encouraged to accompany 
members, "the great the premier on government 
disparity that exists today is flights and in his travek." 
not equitable.". Eckardt said spouses of 
The commissioner said cabinet ministers hould he 
l :' EckardL .' - '.' "i ~.' 
r He..said "the six.volume, 
'~" ~0l-page 1978. repor~ at. 
tempts  to  i "avo id  i~reeom- 
mendat ione  that would In-. 
crease bureauera#J7 or result ' 
in a substantial cost to the- 
public purse." 
"Throughout I have at- 
tempted primarily to 
decrease the cum- 
bersomeness of some of the 
existing procedures." 
Appointment of Eckardt In 
January, 1978, to review the 
entire electoral system, 
raised controversy when it 
was disclosed he had been a 
Social Credit eandldate in 
the mid.19609. 
An interim report on 
redistribution, approved by 
the legklaturn last year, 
came under stre~ criticism 
from the New Democratic 
Party for eltmthat/ug three 
seats held by that party. 
The number of seats was 
increased to 57 from ~, 
the May 10 provincial 
general election was fought 
under the new arrangement. 
~e NDP accused the 
government and the com- 
missioner of gerryman- 
dering the ridings to favor 
Social Credit 
The report noted that the 
Provincial ~.lecttone Act had 
net been changed since 1953 
and that was really a rewrite 
there  i s  a cons iderab le  
disparity between the 
amount received as an ex- 
pense allowance by the B.C. 
MIAa.and MLAs in other 
Wovtnces. 
He noted that the t0,1i00 travel. 
ation." 
The report recommended Also recommended was 28 
the aUewance be Increased 
to 18,-600, the MLAs get a paid trips to Victoria from 
the individual ridings, in- 
further 140 a day for a ~ eluding trips by car. 
manimumot~daystoeaver The report suggested the 
accommodation while in 57 ridings be divided into 
Victoria and that while four categories based on size 
travelling on government 
business they be rdmbursed and location. 
for actual exlmmss . It also suggested changes 
"1~ comndnelm hoizs in the ballots to reduce the 
this system of' ream. number of spoiled hailers. 
The commission recom- 
taxfree allowance is ex- mended that the number of 
pected to:cover cost of as. round trips by air paid by the commodation while the o~,,=.,,,,~o,, ~  . . . . . .  ,,., ,^ 
Itatlslnto~ i,/ • in uaalm, e . . . . . . . . .  ,,~ . - , .~-~ 
me'~'  0iit of ~ek"~ ?~-' 28 from 24 a year, and that • , v - i s  ~v .  u , , t -  =nd ,h,,., ,~,~,=~ ,.. four of these may be used by 
- . . . .  " . . . . . . .  the spouse of the MLA. 
.airline,. travel within the separation f marital part. 
constituency andtravel any- nets 'widla the legislative 
where else in the province, assembly Is in session Is 
i He said in other provinces unreasonable. P rhaps ome 
tats allowance appears to be assistance by way of the four 
solely for meaiz and en- travel passes for the spouse 
tertulnmenL might alleviate this situ- 
There was no estimate of the 1946 act. 
from the FAA, the state Eckordt said the Con- 
department or Delta when stitution Act, limiting the 
the plane might be retomed arnountofmouey thatcan be 
to the United States but paid to MLAs, is confusing. 
He said that law, as in the 
case of the elections sot, was 
in "dire need of 
reorganization," and he 
expressed hope a new one 
would be drawn up soon. 
Noting that the ecst of 
living had increased r~.6 per 
cent in thellast five years, 
P ARENTS ASKED 
TO TURN OUT 
Claudette ~mdeekl, a Terrace woman who 
says there are problems at Copper Mountain 
School, is asking parents to meet at the school at 
1:30 today. 
Sandeeki says she asked for the meeting to be 
in the evening so more parents could attend, but 
Terrace School District Superintendent Frank 
Hamilton wouldn't agree, although e told the 
Herald he was willing to see parents anytime. 
Sundeeki also says she had difficulty getting 
Hamilton, who she says is reluctant to meet with 
the parents as a group, to agree to a specific 
time. 
Hamilton indicated Thursday that while he 
would be at the school this afternoon, it would not 
be a public meeting. Sandecki says it is going to 
be and that me delegation ofparents i  also going 
to the school board's next meeting. 
Complaints made about Copper Mountain 
School include Students harassing other 
students, as well as genera/disruption, a d lack 
of disclpline. 
Opening date for mine pushed up a year 
by Brian Oregg with the mine because low prices created poor providing engineering and surveying services for the benefits from the mine," says Lenten. "Supplies and 
economic onditions, will be expanded to aceomodato 
1,000 people and the mine will employ 450 people when 
it reaches full production. 
A westbound road will be built to link the Kitsault 
project with the existing Terrace-Stewart highway tn 
the Nasa River Valley. 
The prime contractor is Commonw~d~ Con- 
struetion Company from Vancouver, which will build 
the mill, the trailing dispo~..l system, upgrade the 
water supply, construct the dock facility and erect he 
maintenance shop. 
McElhanney Surveying and Engineering Ltd. is 
road. Unecon Project Consultants of Vancouver is 
acting as the townsite planner and project manager. 
A new town centre will be added to Kltsault, with 
recreational nd commercial facilities. T.be school 
in the area will be relocated and a sewage plant 
constructed. 
Work in 1979 will include equipment orders, dock 
refurbishment, expansion of the township access 
roads, delivery of the equipment needed for the 
concentrator, t afllng disposal faeilitiss, crusher and 
ore storage, 
"Northwest British Columbia will p in  major 
services will be bought locally whenever we can and 
the people who will work and live at thesite will spend 
much of their pay in the region." 
Molybdenum is a grey metal somewhat heavier 
than iron. Its principal uses are as an alloying element 
in steel and a component in lubricants. 
The addition of small amounts of molybdenum to 
steel makes the final product ougher, stronger, more 
corrosion resistant and better, able to withstand exo 
tremes of temperatures. 
In 1978werldwide production of molybdenum was 76 
million kilograms, By the mid-1980s the demand for 
molybdenum is expected to double. 
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Doctor said victim of: the system 
Isolated and overworked, J.ur~. ~ ~ f .ai~re. if Dr, Renco ~nith, who died Jan. 
Use death of a natl~ Indian eaa.~i' the doctor's st:o~ut .Jack utoaup "~o appJy ~ of savore poritonl~ and , " w~so critics and a cause personal adeq?te medial ears and acute appandictla, five d~ys friend of Plckup's for ~ PbynlolanD and 8urgeo~ for' 
aoetor atone ana over..Vabn~n. M.oro.s_..u~.._a_ h oldlnt_ the  Ol~m_p!_~ 
worked, • coycon ~onoay ~ me Also "~ldnclDarneaw~e rome. 
And Indian health nuns Olympio Games in M.o~w a maker of cona.m.on~.auu 
Vora Ronldnsen, a vocal unless the 8ova.st Union ulf.reapact for ~nmvlchm..m 
critic of Pickup end St, Nffcos to e.gea.eral al l~l lt~ ladS"governments .m.Be 
George's Hooplial; blamed for pollticm paces . .  Wit, , 
the doctor's friends sad Mores toms news can- The 43.yasr-old ldstorlad 
hoipilal colleNium for not fersnce through an  In. wufrendbytbeSovintathis 
providing supportive terpreter that the games ere spring and depo~Jd to the. 
~rltieism. . extremely important to United Siat.~. as part ot a 
"If  he IS notweU, he hal to 8evict prsstl~e, ' ' lX~oner excMnge, . . i 
be told this," she said, "If the Wsat should come Monday's news con~ 
z'aferin~ tortecthnony at. the to understand this, they wu the iatust in a Im'iw of 
inquest hat Pickup had a would realize they could get public appearances In 
dr~kin8 _pt~b_ lm Umt. had many conesaslona from the Cenacm. • .... 
belOm to affect ida duns; 
Mrl under his care at the 
keal hospital was the victim ~end agrse, 
: OMMI TTEE APPOINTED . .  ., ' 
They'll look at Petro-Canada 
N~W YORK (CP) -- Barbara Waiters of AB~ like "Canada aS a last rusor~,' its nature by selling shares in'oulht Ckrk to pew or cu 
May ~, Both the Liboreb Prime Miniaiar Joe Clark Televisinn, taped In Ottawa whentbeprivataecnt~can't t o ~  government "and the New Democrats are 
plans to appoint a Iroup of last Friday, Cllrk laid he Is do It," Clark _laid, ."But I 
b~ltssalal~'Udsaummerto still committed to take the think Petro.uana~ was will take strict msaeurus to.. stron~lyopposedtoasalloff. 
invueUPta the assets of multi-billion.dollar cor created by a government ensure that at least 60 The lntbi, vlew covered a 
Petro-~anada nd make porstlen out of government hat wanted to have an oil cent ~ the csatrel of t~  wide range of topics, from 
recommendations on the control, . company, rather thin ~nn~a, nyiakeptinCanedtan the Quebec beue to Clark's 
• needed to have an sit com. ' sense of humor. hast w~ of transferring its . . . . .  "Hechould havo beencon- 
~ o  to orivate hands, I think that the state has mnv DisPOSAl of Pe .t{o.f,a. nada Clark said he fees ms frmtod," Idlelaid. "Just bib 
" " to get involved in the. "-~'" . . . was a acre paint duri~ the elec.tion will help: soothe the cause he ia a doctor doesn't 
In an interview with economy in a large country "Bowe'relomitocuange election campaign that qu,eua~.prchlem,: . . . . .  mean he ia not human, 
• It is probably ne lm a~ ,, • 
mar peace talks . . . . . . .  ' * - " "  tJl"/arges " "" uaeaua .u~'e m 'a z 'r~cn. , '~- t  and-hono~ him for sp~k~ E .n~h~m~n ~i~e ha.'£~ln t~e put. eauve as prime, nmustor, He is a Ion man" the 
someone who comes from a nurse said. ely , 
_ . . . . .  Popevich, a taxi driver, ALEXANDRIA, Eiflq)t in the Wmt Bank and Oaca partkuinrly BaSin's remark Bells, Sadat and U.8. State rt of Canada o~tside Qua- 
(AP) -- Israeli-Egyptian Strip," Khalll said, 'They last week at hie Lthud Secretary .Cyr.us._.va.nce nee. ann yet  has me seiditbunfortunatoittonka 
talks on Palestintan wereterrtterisaeccupledby party's convention, tha~ msrmgmeeunssmms.Ar~n, ereaenttakofbetngssanas death of a chlid to brini 
autonomy opened under a force," _ . . .b.rs.al .~ . t  me farce, to .~gyp.t, and Beersnena, _s_ympathe~ in Quebec," he abcut he inqusat rulin8 that 
eloudMoedayasnegotlatora In Tel Avlv, .Begs apm IZ.O~ .estanmmment ~ a m'..a~, - . _ am u. ". . * ,, thia community of 1,600 on 
traded angry charges and a rejected mticmm, of ..the P~cauman prate, . . u,u..negoua~.r oame.e ~e can,, man, access Cormorant Island off the 
Cairo nowlpaper editorial Israeli settlement pOll.¢y, ..Deapito..tho c _n~mT~ ~no~a .u~. ~me seca~a sedations that might not northern tin of Vancouver 
_be i~.. Ibis.for a F .mt~ Island ne~de a second accused Israeli Prime "This le our lenu, ne born l~am aim uarl  said m in mum: . ~d~dOlan lame minkmr, doctor, • 
MInlltorMenocbem Be~ of de ,  red. they are determined to honor _ No . . .  jo~..aman _ or 
t r~ to eabotale the talks, The Cairo newspa.i~.. Al tlFms of the peace treaty, ~'amstR. n a~eiPit~.., na~ ,,_,  .,_ . * . . . .  "I do not blame Ptok0p an. 
Eilyptian Primo Minister Akhbar said Begin a n~ caner signed in Wash l~ March a.tt~naea .so .xer~ a~mouip~ 'sine way ~ a acmove mm H.V,, - he said "Pickun has 
Mue-t~a Khalil greeted the Israeli leadem are. blowing M by .Begin and Egyptian 'ULEY were 1.m~_~O.cl ned would be to offer the same ~'~h~v,~d'*,~ ~h~.  
~m~ d~Uon, led by a dff,t storm on ~ .~ X~nt  ~war Sada~ s~pt a~ ~.dOpo~lth pw~..toail ~e .~,  da~--~'" ,e"~ve'~-d-,y--..a-wes--- X 
. . . . . . .  i~euure. I am the am- Interior Minister Yosef path. The pappper,,ur~d me Under .the treaty, EIS'lPt me secona., ro . cut m me expactanon urn( • 
Burs, as it arrived in thai United States to cut Begin . . . .  • d iamemca.y  opposes say quense wean seex m balance driver I know" 
Mediterranean resort city down to size and cut the ann m'ass.a~, to n.q..o~, to p~itions. _ E.8.y.pt_ .nays me It," he e0q~lalned, "If"we have a second'inns 
~n~ th~ second round of talks, snake's head off, before it autonomy mr me z,x.num~ autonomy enomu toaa m an -~l, he "iz;hne" ministar system, I think, the 
~,m-'~-H,~nlk.s~ ll~Mtinht ~nlle~ srdtk its venom ' Palentinlaua llvin8 unuet lndeI~endent Palostlnian really., ed hb. intention to municipal council is to 
_~"'~t'~"'new"~'~'em~en~ ' s e t  . .~-a- l l i  " e-ontended" ~-e " lereall occupation inRiverthe state after five years. Israel move me ~eaaum emuacsy blame. Maybe we should 
in "~rae~.oceupied Arab Egyptian government does Welt Bank .~of the _ . .  s_e.ye i ! is..o]~pos.ed to in Israel toJersualem from have taken an intercst in it." 
hs r r l~ ,  . .  not control its country's' dorsan mm me uaca ump. Yaicstmmn statoncoa. Tel Aviv despite the angry Popovich, however, 
.rq~Zl with to ~ the news media, an d said he is re~, ot~vewethasl~ou~d u~ au'l~toeoJeraealicco~dd~an~ ~ reaction of Arab states, '1 , ~ . .  t the . ~  , 
etri~gsat tten of the morsceneemed with recent tt i~ Y, 8 His goverm~t, however, government and tl[le.colinge 
rlSht of bu i ld~ settlements ' Itmscil -official statements, mlth.~ about.snalt~ ..no/. published, statements, ~-  would like to see al wrnten of phyelcians and eutgeosa 
• anous vanes, necame mm tenua only In me sen- agreement guaranteeing forblame, saying they know 
talkcanbevenumoua,"Burg government of the frecdomofaecesatoaUthe t  area needed more 
t• to s t g  ti  ri e 
told Khalil, Inhabitants ofthe West Bank 
The mcolh~ was the start In civil matters and not to 
of the second round of sovereignty over military 
Palcatinianautonmny talks, affairs, the land or its 
initiated last month by roses ,  • 
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Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cost'd, 
Cost'd, 
Ths  
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Cost'd, 
Movie 
"Bad 
Company" 
Cont'd 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cost'd, 
Cont'd. 
• " I ' " "T  
6 p.m. to midnight " 
CFTK 
¢¢Br.) 
..... . .  
Hoar~u 
aoorebm 
Laverne 
& Shirley 
Dear 
Detective 
~ont'd 
Cont'd 
' One 
at a DaYTime 
The Upohat 
Line 
The Bare 
Breed 
Festival 
"Second 
Wind" 
Ccut'd 
Cent'd 
. ,Co~,,t'd 
whe 
National 
NiSht 
Final 
I 
Kol~ 
KoJnk 
"4  8CTV 9 KCTS 
. (CTV I  (PB5)  
~".  'ii~ ~ ".~' ,."<" ;~.~.~,~ ./,,~:i : '<i" 
Million Bogers ', 
Dollar Electric 
Company , 
I 
r i~k  Studio 
Hour See 
Cent'd. Dick 
Cont'd. Cavett 
Downrl~t mcneil 
Disco t,ehrsr 
Patsy Nowsmakurs 
Gallal}t Ccut'd, 
Carter Prevln ', 
Country Pittsburgh 
Just ~-iVd; . 
Friends Ccut'd, • " 
Grand Old Bellena 
Country Club 
Taxi Con't 
Taxi Cen't 
Quinsy The Two 
Can't Ronnies 
Con't Movie 
Can't "The 
Trap" 
Cent'd 
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
~ow 
"Operation 
!Ccuntorspy" 
S~n Off 
10 aam, to 5 p.m. 
Canadian 
Schools 
Mtster 
Oressup 
as.me 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Ccut'd, 
News 
Bob Swilzar 
Mary Tyler 
Monc~ 
Ontario 
Cent'd, 
~of  
Take 
Thirty 
Trouble with 
Tracy 
Dofinition 
Ccut'd, 
Creative 
Cnok~ 
Mad 
Dadl 
Noon 
Now~ 
Alan 
Hamol 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Another 
World 
Cant'd, '
Ccut'd. 
Cost'd, 
Cunt'd, 
Eleciric 
Company 
M for Music 
Woad Shop 
I I 
Universe 
3 Cents Worth 
About Safety 
Cover-Cover 
Nova 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd; 
Art seam " 
Inaldo.0ut 
Blue Umbrelis 
M~kini Music 
I 
Sterlus of Amer, 
Mile Place 
Book Look 
Trade Offe 
Bob Movie Over 
McLean "Battle Eue Y 
Show for the Foo[atape 
Cent'& Planet of Ceat'd. 
Flinistonca the Apes ~me 
Cost'd, Can't Street 
Mad Ccu't Ccut'd, 
Squad Ccu't Cent'd, 
holy places of Jerusalem, medical staff, 
Various ites in the city are Pickup is still w0rkl~ifii 
sacred to Christians, Jews doctor inthe town but the 
end Moslems, hospital board was to decide 
Asked whether he is upset this wcok what action to take 
that hers often characierised In view of the Jury's findings. 
as awkward and colorless, Health Minister Bob 
Clark replied: "It rides off McClelland announced 
your back considerably Monday that a senior 
easier after you've Just wen ministry official would head 
an election than It did durinB a seven-member board of. 
the campaign." ' inquiry into medical services 
Clark eke said he does, in- in Alert Bay. The panel will 
deed, have a sense of humor, include representatives of 
"Yon have to in a Job like the college, the B.C. Medical 
this, to kecp,,same Nese of Association and B.C.Hcalth 
/ perspectiW., . .. ' : ,  ..- Aesociaticu,. ,:. • ..... 
,T  ~, ~ ' . .  - ' , ' !~  , '  f , , ' r [  , : , f .  ~ :  ' .  . . . . .  
• . . , y  
Doctors  to  get  ra i se  
VICTORIA (CP) -- The a movement among: dee: 
provincial government .has torsthatadvecamoptingC~ 
approved a pay rams tar of medicare, , ' 
Britkh Columbia doctors, HealthMlnlster B0i) i  
the last formal step in seven McCleliand osan't take thll, ' 
months of negotiations threat seriously, ln~:'a 
between the health ministry statement Monday, the 
and the B,C, Medical minister said the govern; 
Association, meat is providing what it  
considers to be a fair in- 
The doctors voted 69 per crease in medical plan 
conttofavorofaccsptingtbe payments. He also said that 
alrsament, which provides now that final approval hal 
lnersasea totalih~ 16,6 per been given, Brltta~ 
cent over two years, columbians can be assured 
However, many doctors' there will be no extra' 
are dlmmtisfled end there is charges for medical care 
Y(mth  k i l l ed  in  i c rash  i'ii 
'FORT ST. JOHN, B,C. St, John re';ldenta Wer~ 
(CP) --  James Andrew tnken to hcsplial with i~, 
Snyder, 17, of this nor- Juries after a car and 
,thsastern British Columbia pickup truck -- each 
city has been identified as carryln8 yAzng people who! 
the youth Idlied In a two. had been. celebrating at i 
vehicle collial~n .-elrrly pre-graduatlon' party 
Saturday. collided a~ the intersection f
the airport road end HIgh- 
RCMP said nine Other Fort way P,M. 
Ai r  Canada gets  cont ract  
'MONTREAL (CP) - -  Air epekeanmn Barry Wall said 
Canada has been awarded a Monday, but It was checked 
~-mill ion centract by Saudi with Ottawa to make sure 
Arabian Airlines for there Was no violation of 
maintenance of auxiliary federal entibeyeott policies.. 
power units for Lockheed L- In an) case, nc aubcon~ 
1011 aircraft, tracting ~,~ Involved slnce the. 
• power units are shipped to 
The contract bars Israeli Montreal and aH work Is 
companies from any subcon- done' inh~ at.' the. A~'~ 
traotinS work, Air 'Canada Canada ma~te~n~ b a~"~- 
W E'VE M O VE D Z 
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We 0arry a full line of GM PRODUCTS 
* CHEVROLET, *OLDSMOBILE 
' ,CHEVROLET & GMC 
!,, TRUCKS 
. . ! "  ,FRONTIERCAMPERS 
, ' & MOTOR HOMES 
SEE:US ON HIGHWAY 16 W. 
63§.4941: 
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Parry Henry Robinson 
.was found guilty on a 
charge of driving while 
disqualified after he 
appeared for trial before 
Judge Darrell Collins in 
provincial court Monday. 
The  court was t01d 
Robinson was charged 
after the van  he was 
driving was involved in a 
two-vehicle collision on 
Feb. 17. Ni'ne people were 
injured in the accident, 
none critically, when the 
van collided with a 
IMckup truck on H/ghway 
16, 12 miles east of 
Terrace. 
RCMP i Constab le  
Terrence MeFadyen 
testified he spoke to 
Robinson twice ~ on the 
day of the accide~nt, once 
at the scene and~ter in 
the hospital. He told the 
court hat during the first 
conversation Robinson 
admitted' he owned the 
van and also admitted 
driving when the accident 
eecured. 
Collins stated that 
there was no question 
#hat' Robinson's license 
was suspended at the 
time of the accident and 
said that he was satisfied 
with McFadyen's iden- 
ltfication of Robinson as 
the driver of the van. 
In  other trials before 
the court, Jose Manuel 
GonealVes 17, ~vas found 
guilty of a.  charge of 
common 'assau l t ,  
following an incident on 
Feb 16. 
Nicki Pollack, a former 
taxi driver for Terrace 
Trod, told the court that 
she had gone to pick up a 
fare at the Skeena Mall, 
and had requested 
6oncalvee get out of the 
cab after he kicked the 
handle of the passenger 
door and repeatedly 
slammed the door of the 
cab before getting in. She 
, resoled that Goncalves 
then got very angry and 
hit her. twice, knocking 
" I doii t' thiiig he imew 
what he was doing," 
Pollack told the court. 
'!My first impression was 
that he was really drunk 
or on .drugs. He just 
seemed to go crazy." 
• Goncalves told Collins 
that he had no 
recollection of the ~n- 
cident. 
Collins stated that 
Pollack gave "very 
straight forward and fair 
evidence, under the 
circumstances." 
Collins said that 
whether or not Goncalves 
could remember the 
incident, he was satisfied 
that Goncalves had 
struck Pollack. 
"The courts ordinarily 
take a very serious view 
of people who strike out 
at other people, and so 
they should," Collins told 
Goncalves before sen- 
tencing him to a $108 fine 
er 7 days in jail in default 
of payment. 
Collins also ordered 
Goncalves to one year on, 
probation, with a verbal 
apology to Pollack as a 
condition of probation. 
Samuel Noel Guno 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
tc~impaired driving, after 
e vehicle he was 
driving collided with a 
parked car on  June 10 
causing an estimated 
$~008 damage. 
Guno was fined $250 or 
14 days. 
Kenneth Johnathan 
Birsch pleaded guilty to 
two charges of impaired 
driving as the result of 
two incidents on May 19 
and June I. Sentencing 
was put forward until 
June 25, pending a pre- 
sentence report. 
Raymond Glen Biggs, 
19, pleaded guilty to a 
charge of impaired 
driving. Collins ordered 
him to pay a fine of $200 
or i4 days. 
Char les  Raymond 
Turner pleaded guilty to 
acharge of driving with a 
blood alcohol content 
over .08. He was fined 
or 14 days. 
Pictun Bernard Gor- 
man, 22, pleaded guilty to 
a charge of possession of 
marijuana, after the 
court was told RCMP 
confiscated 14 marijuana 
plants, marijuana, and 
lighting equipment from 
German's residence on 
C~inton Manor. Collins 
fined Gorman St00 or 7 
days.. 
Stephen Buick, 18, 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
of being a minor in  
possession ofalcohol. The 
court was told the charge 
arose after RCMP 
stopped the car Buick 
was driving for speeding 
and saw an unopened 
case of beer in the car on 
May 18. The beer was 
seized. Collins ordered 
Buick topay a fine of $50. 
William Roy Morrison 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
of possession of 
marijuana, after he was 
charged, following an 
incident on May 14. 
Morrison, who had .a 
previous conviction of 
possession of hashish, 
was ordered to pay a fine 
of $250or spend 21 days in 
jail. "I would think that 
you would begin tO 
learn," Collins told 
Morrison. "Whether you 
like the law or not, you 
h~ve to obey, the same as 
I have to obey.,' 
Labor 
picnic 
said a 
success  ,, 
The Kitimat and  
Terrace District Labor 
Council benefit picnic 
held Saturday was a 
"tremendous ' success", 
accord ing  to  
spokesperson  Paul  
Johnston. 
"We had a good at- 
tendance and raised close 
to $408. In all, it was a 
most' worthwhile en 
devoT," ~,aid,, Johnston,. 
: The~,picMC'~was, h~Id:~to 
suppor t  s t r i k ing  
Canadian Association of 
Industrial, Mechanical, 
and Allied Workers in the 
Fraser Lake area and in 
attendance atthe benefit 
were union members and 
their families from 
Terrace, Kitimat, and 
Prince Rupert. 
"2 
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A T NASS VALLE YSCHOOL :. 
Super in tendent  comments  on progress  
by Brian Gregg Each year the per cent Islands in the past but at "We've had to keep one 
• average summary of the end of June this will jumpaheadofthestudent. 
Nick Keis superin- results for students change. Keis will become on their Nishga language 
tendent for  the School 'taking the vocabulary part-time superintendent course," he says. 
District92 (Nisgha),says and compos i t ion  of the Nisgha district as Grade 1 Nisgba was 
that one of the unique .exan~inations is in- wellasworkingpart.time taughtto all grades the 
problems that has been creasing. Although some for the ministry of first year, Grade 2 
overcome at .the Nisgha, grades may still be education. Nisgha was taught o all 
Elementary-secondary slightly below the When AI McMillan first the grades'in the second 
School since its inception province the. past four became the • Nisgha year except Grade 1 and 
in 1975 was a two-year years have been well district superintendentin so on, he says. The 
deficit in grade standards ' spent, says Keis. 1975 the construction of problem with this method 
throughout the entire "The global scores for the school was stlll taking is that whfle students are ~ 
school, the English placement place, learning their language 
"The  school has test show that the In 1976 students up to one year, the course 
worked out of this deficit students from the Nass Grade 10 went to the designers are rushing to 
and we are now having Valley are in the school and these students prepare for the next 
good success in the early ballpark," says Keis. moved up to Grade 1land year's course. 
grades," he says. Such. Usually only the Grade 12 during the next Another problem that 
success in the early students .who are plan- two school years, .has been overcome in 
grades wili mean a carry ningtogo n teuniverslty The entire Nass Valley br ing ing  together  
through with these write this test but all the took pride in graduating students from the various 
students in later grades, graduating students at its first Grade 12 class Nass Valley com- 
.- the Nisgha school wrote it from the school on munities. "There has had 
"I would attribute the because the 'teacher Saturday, June 9. to be a certain social 
succes to the recruiting of wanted to compare the "We've had some adjustment for everyone 
our teachers, the stan- school with the province, unique problems since involved," says Keis. 
dard of their excellence The superintendent for the '  school began 
and to ,the support the Ni~gha district has operating," says Keis, I 
parents have shown," also been superintendent who took over from - -  - -  ! says Keis. for Queen Charlotte • . '. McMlllan two years ago. E THER w A 
English POLICE NEWS] 
periods during the day. P! nd  The expected high today is an e Terrace RCMP report Samuel Guno, ofAiyansh, 20 degrees and the overnight N ICK  KE IS  
Anida Ivens of Terrace was was charged with impaired low i~. 8 degrees. ' .... 
charged with impaired driving after the ear he was ' ',,: :,t. 
• Any students planning drivin~ e~ Sunday, Inllowiilg driving hit a legally parked. 
to enroll in a college or an incident at.the Dog 'n "car.on the 5100 block Me- 
university first year Suds drive-in in Terrace. : Connell also on Sunday. 
English course .in Sep- ' 
tember1979arereqnired R p rt gg st 
to write the English e o su  e " ;' 
Placement Test, which ' 
will be held at Northwest aga in  1 
College Terrace centre on st cont ro  s " 
July 17, from 7 p.m. to 
9:30 p.m..in.~Room 215. VICTORIA (CP) -- required'to file a brief 
.... ~,..-:,:... ~ ~ Election campaign funding declaration after an election 
Due to,t~n anticipated in British Columbia is vir. outlining the total campaign 
low enrollment, the tually free of controls and expenses. Eckardt suggests 
college isplanning to hold should remain that way, that a moredstailed form 
the test only i~ Terrace, reports~ the Royal Corn- should include details of 
although if there is suf- mission on Electoral expenditures and should 
• Reform. identify contributors who 
ficient demand, the test In thej'eport tabled in the gave more than $100. 
may,be held in Prince B.C. legislature Monday, 
Rupert..Scores from the Judge L. S. Eckardt said he  He also recommends that 
tostare'used by English ' was reluctant to recommend returns be audited by a 
deparilnents to assit controls in B.C. but noted chartered accountant. 
students,,, in, ,,choosing , there.,~was eonsiderable ~ ~ W r 
English courses', ap,~ research and legislation., 
propriate to their needs, available should the go~,- 
ernment decide to go ahead. 
Anyone planning to He said' he doubts • the • 
write this test is urged to matter is of sufficient con- _. .~ , ~ 
cern to justify either the cost inform the Con~unity 
L 
or complexities of controls 
Education Services over campaign funding. 
Coordinator in their area, "H0wever, Eekardt did m ~ ~m, 
or phone the Student recommend some changes in
.st. Services at the College, at the Provincial Elections Act. 635-6511. Candidates in B.C. now are 
TERRACE 
FUN , 
FEST 
~W Sunday, June 24th 
Skeena Jr..Secor.dary. Field 
AQUATIC 
s  qpw 
A ! i liE 
ARF, NA POOL 
# o4 11,31t PM 
I 
0 q95" 
The Pentax system is . . . .  
pocket camera. It's a cor 
system that fits in your I
The Pentax System 10 
first 110 SiR system to c 
the convenience'of a po, 
camera with the sophist 
a 35mm SLR system. 
Look at the features. 
• Smallest SLR ever ma( 
can take it everywhere.) 
• Programmed auto ex- 
posure for both shutter 
and aperture. (Dad just  
to focus and shoot. ) 
'Suggested retailprtce. Nationally 
advertised pflce. Actual selling Rrice 
may vary upwards or downwaKis at Ihe 
di~refion of the Dealer: 
-u ick  cartridge loading. (It's a 
p.) 
ngle Lens Reflex system. 
d can pre-view every picture.) 
cterchangeable lenses, a 
rerwind, flash and a host of 
.~r system accessories to
rove dad's shooting. 
Pick the gift that wiil make 
you look good. The Pentax 
System 10 camera. 
ENTAX SYSTEM I0 
Available at these participating stores: 
SIGHT SOUND 
, 305 Skeena Mall 
Phone 635-4948 
I I III I I I 
f 
• . . .  . . 
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I 
'One of the things that Is so refreshing 
.about the Nlshga people and particularly 
about School District 92 (Nlsgha) Is that 
they belleve in open dlscusslon and are 
actively seeklng parents' partlclpatlon 
In ' •the . ~Iucatlon • system. 
It, l~. .~rt  of.~he tradition of these 
peo~|e~.~it:~therebe discussion and the 
community is Iookdd on as an extension 
of t~,~Q~lly~,'" Decisions are made by 
T~l~sq~ll~;district the native people of 
the Nags V~lley have established, and 
thee I~:,q~.~lm~ they have developed in the 
sch~|s, Pepresent the wishes of the 
paop~;~f the area. 
In,,an interview a f te r  thefirst 33 
gra '~Tes  ~ of Nisgha Elementary 
Secondary ~,cho, l received their 
dipl~'~is, Alvin M~Kay indicated his lob 
of organizing th~ ~SFflooJ~.~lst~i~t was only 
the start of what w~s to b~ d~ne. He said 
the next lob was to further involve the 
parents on a greater and continuing 
basis. McKay said it is imperative that 
parents learn and participate so that the 
schools can reflect the needs and desires 
of the parents for their children. 
The school district in Terrace could 
t~ ll learn from these peopl~,,w.~o have y three years of manag i~f~¢~l  
district of their own. 
Perhaps an intensive program to 
reinvolve parents in the education of 
their children will be possibly here. 
There is, however, a good probability 
that the administrators and school board 
have so far Isolated themselves from the 
parents as to seem unreachable to the 
parents. 
Or is It that the goals of the two are too 
far apart? 
COMMENT 
by Gregg Mlddleton 
A student asked me the other day what kinds of 
skills she would need to go into journalism. I told her 
to get as broad an education as possible and a solid 
h a ~  in writing skills. 
She looked epressed. She asked me if there was any 
way she could acquire those writing skills. I was 
shocked. I asked her if she was taking any English 
courses in school. She said yes, but stated tht very 
little time was spent in grammar• 
The girl went on to express concern that not only did 
she feel Inequipped to go into journalism because of 
her lack of knowledge of the workings of the language, 
she was afraid that she might have trouble with the 
final examination this year, which I gather is at least 
~rade-wide, beca~tse her teacher didn't gtve the class 
much formal instruction. Much of the class time was 
devoted to things which more interested the teacher 
than gave the the s~udents usable tools to work with, 
The example she gave me of the things done in this 
class was that as one project they did n poster. 
In the cmtrse of the conversation, I not~.,.: t!~e. young 
lady used some common but ungramn~t~tic.tl ex- 
pre|mions which indieated a lack of knowledge of basic 
~gl ish.  8ha, in fact, pointed one of them out to me as 
something she was aware of as wrong but was not able 
to tell me what was right. 
She was, at the tlme I balked to her, skipping out of a 
class because' shP was ,:o~vlnccd there would be 
nothing of value In it ice he,,. 
The lady brought to wy m~tl(! am,ther student, a 
young blend of mine, ,:,ix~, ~,~bl.. . .. llty {|(i'; i'.;:e a few 
years back, This follow came to we t,, . ":~c ;F I 
thought hecould get through university ~,~ ~ ~,;i-. 
told him I didn't see why not, he ocem~.~ • ~i.~t 
emou~ lad to me. 
He confessed, however, aad much to / dish~ay, 
that he had never written a~vthlng in school. He had 
never done an may or a pnper, He was worri~, as 
~'ightealn~ as it seems, that after 12 years of the 
public school system he was not literate. 
I was stunned. On Inquiry I found out that all 
through school there were always alternal/ves to 
writing. He had managed his educatlon without 
demonstrating basle skills in potting words on paper. 
And how can something llke that occur? Well, that is 
another  co lumn.  
r 
• • - , i  • ~ '  . • ,  ' • 
by Miguei Maya 
: " - You're standing with ~ sevei'al people at a.bus stop 
"" when a pollcecruiser sud0enly pulls up to the curb. 
"* " One of the offleers looks~at.you.and says: "That's the 
guy," and orders yen~into therein'. 
". They take you to~tl/e' statibfi ' where you are .in- 
terrogated add locked in jail. After six hem's, they 
~,: realize you're not the man they were looking 'for, so 
theylet you go. 
Was this a case of illegal arrest? Can you sue the 
police? The Criminal Code says n policeman can make 
an arrest if he has reasonable grour~.ds tobelieve that a 
person has committed a criminal offense. So, ff you 
fitted the description of n man who had Just robbed a 
hank, the police were acting within the law, 
Although thin seems to give a policeman ex- 
• traerdinary powers, this protection is necessary to 
allow him to do his Job. Law enforcement would he 
• almost impassible ff a pollcman risked a czV~minal • 
charge or a civil law suit every time he questioned a 
..... ~,'-.  person who turned ou~ to  be innocent. 
• However, Canadian law also includ~ previsions 
aimed at protecting the public when dealing with t~ 
' police. For example, an arrest is i l legal ff the police 
• use exeessive force or do not tell you why you are 
: being arrested. " '. 
"Don' t  get  any of  that stuff o f fyour  fa ther / '  Also, unless you have been arrested, you are not. 
required to give your name to the police, produce 
identification or'explain what you are doing. The 
-._ exception is the driver of a motor vehicle, who must. 
" " show his driver's license and registratlon.. • . 
• However, the'best policy is to cooperate with the 
police. H.A.D. Oliver, a Vancouver criminal lnwyer, 
says that in circumstances where no serious erime has 
been committed, the police sometimes'will "turn a 
blind eye," but many people will talk themselves into 
criminal charge by being uncooperative or "of- 
fensive. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
" A BOOM TOWN In practice, you will he arrested if you don't give 
minimum cooperation to the police.. Oliver says it is 
best to idenlify,,yourself and tell the police where you 
are going an~::~where you have been.. If you are 
arrested, this cboperation may increase your chances 
ef being released by either the police or a judge. 
FAIRBAIRN • 12,000 pmple carved out' of ' Unfortunately; many Canadians are misinformed 
the desolate wildernes~,to about their rights because they watch American 
shopping mall With 120,000 the north, Mason aayb. he . ~e '~h~v'~ '~h TV and believe they are an accurate 
square feet of retail spa.ce would find i t  moray dff: reflection of Canadian law. In reality, Canadians do 
npenedinM~ch. And on me lloult to askthat employees 
hills overlooking the live in Forr-McMtt~ay ands; not have the sameJegal rights as Americans. 
downtown area, small drive 45 minutes to work. When Lieut. Kojak nabs a nmrderer and te]is l
rowdiness interspersed, with clusters of shops are opening Also, "residential develop- another cop'to "read him his rights," it's because U,S.. 
family breakups and to serve new housing ment as such is not lawrequires this procedure. In the U.S., an arrested 
juvenile delinquency, developments, necessarily a distinct benefit person must be told that he has the right to remain 
But the town' now has a Most people, Mason says, in terms of tax base," the silent nnd thnt any statement he makes can be used as 
much larger base to absorb see theAlannde project as "a mayor adds. 
the impact of development, necessary shot in the arm" Even with a new town to evidence in court. If the police don't state these rights, 
Mayor Ted Mason said in an to keep deyelopment going, house most Aisands workers, the arrest is illegal. 
interview. ." Judi Dicks, local radio the oil sands consortium In canada, an arrested person has the fight to 
."The.impact of Sy.ncmne . station manager as well as estimates that the pro_Jec! remain Silent but the police are not legally bound to  
m no¢ mcely W ne aupacateo, an active, member of the will add 2,0(!0 L~o~le .~.o ~ort ~tedl~,.:~ais~'~l?he police are supposed to  warn a 
even if there were/anqmer commtin/ty committee ~McMurray'~'**.~i$ilmuon. - - - -~ . . . ,~ ,__~. . ,  '~ .~b~ ~. ,~  t~ ,,od~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~l;ojeet,says people also zeel Fo l : tMcMurray~i~_  ma~m~rT-  uuTu-~ . . . .  , . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  .~- - - -  Mason, whose 25-year . " tO ,, RCMP ca *~°~ *,,~k him oil sands development is a of 48,.000 m 1986 -- fourm-or . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
,~ . . . .  i. w=7,~,.-'~,,ada's vital part of Canada sfuture, fifthlargest in Alberta -- if Any statement you maze  to me peuce wm szanu up 
" "You ,e ta  reeJ sense'of the Aisands new town goes. in court, even ff the police didn t tell you your rights. 
° The only canadian test for the admissibility of a , 
confession i court is whether itwas voluntary "and the 
6. , . ,  
A look at Fort McMurray 
FORT McMURRAY, Alte. .... By GARRY 
(CP) -- With matter-of-fact 
casualness, this isolated were shprtages of every type 
northern Alberta town of of retail and social service, 
26,000 is locking forward to and news media across the 
being the fast.growing country carried-lurid tales nf 
regional centre for amas- wild-west violence and 
sire oil sands industry. 
Even with hearings 
starting here June19 on ~e 
proposed ~-billion Aisands 
plant, which would bring 
9,600 construction workers 
into the area, there are few if 
any expressions of alarm 
over possible social or 
economic disruptions. 
A late.May public 
meeting, at which 
representatives of com'- 
munity groups put finishing 
touches on their brief for the 
hearings, drew. an audience 
of four " including one toughest res.ource towns, 
reporter and an Aisands says Fort McMurray had no 
official. • more than a normal share of 
The major recom- violence and other crimes. 
mendatton discussed at the 
meeflng waswldening High- Since the end of Syn- 
way 63, which links the town crude's construction phase, 
to Edmonton, 431 Idlometres he says, the town" has 
south, and scheduling heavy developed a temporary 
truck traffic for periods surplus of retail and other 
when school buses are not capacity. 
operating in Fort Mc- "I think a lot of people are 
Murray. ' feeling, the pinch, par- 
Part of the reason for the ticularly in the service.area' 
comparatively unworried or  retail area. I think with 
public attitude,, town of- respect to the majority of the 
fieials say, is that the population the low is 
community already has welcomed ... an opportunity 
coped with two major boom to take a breather." 
periods --first, the Great 
Canadian Oil Sands (GCOS) 'A Fort McMurray 
plant, then the ~.2.billion' "'breather," however, would 
Syncrude plant completed he considered quite active in 
other towm. Construction is
last year. well advanced on an $11- 
In the five-year Syncrude million provincial huilding, a
construction period, the $41-million hospRal and a 
town's pe~putatton trigged, new seven-storey hotel, 
living.costs  oa~eo, mere • while a$10-milllon downtown 
history happening in Fort 
McMurray. You get a sense 
of making history•" 
A project like Alsands thus 
holds no terror• 
"I don't hink anyone is all 
that worried about it. After 
all, we coped pretty damn 
well with the first one.." 
Community concerns to 
date have centred on the 
highwaysafety problem, 
proper pacing of future 
projects, more provincial 
financing for development 
casts and location of the new 
town .that Alsands proposes 
building near the project 
alto• . . 
Although some Fort 
McMurray businessmen 
would like the 'Alsands 
permanent employees to be 
housed in Fort McMurray, 
instead of a new town 
S UMMI T MEETING. 
ahead and existing oil sands 
plants expand. 
The new town also would 
bring a psychological benefit 
to isolated Fort McMurray 
resident, Dicks says. 
"It'll be someplace else to 
g°Ms. Dicks, who has lived in 
Fort McMurray six years, 
vehemently denounces the 
outside media that played up 
the town's social problems. 
"I have never seen such 
irresponsible journalism in 
all my'life.... They inevitably 
went far the most negative 
elements they could find. 
They would go to the worst. 
beer parlor on a Friday 
night." 
Meanwhile, she says; 
parents and community 
groups were developing 
recreational services and 
juvenile sports leagues un- 
matched by any town of 
.similar size, 
Little chance of progress 
WASHINGTON (CP) -  By CATHY MCKERCHER been fading as. the dif- 
The long.awaited summit . ' flculty of making a quick 
meeting between make to the Soviet leader, between Mescow" and agreement became ap- 
president Carter. and Cartereaanotevenglve Washington• parent; analysts indicate. 
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev assurances that Nevertheless during Carter ako is to appeal • for Soviet restraint in the Brezhnev appears the arms treaty, designto plenary and private 
unlikely to result in any place controls on the discussions, the two middle East and in southern Africa. Soviet dramatic breekthrongns growing nuclear arsenals leaders will touch on a support for a UN pesee- 
in relations between the of the two countries, will range of Issues vital to the keeping force in the Sinai 
superpowers, he ratified by the U.S. interests of both their to monitor the Egypt- 
The infirmities of the Senate. countries and their allies. 
two leaders,  policial in High on the agenda re Israel peace treaty will be 
• sought by the U.S. the U.S. and physical in Brezheev, for his pert, further nuclear arms 
the Soviet Union -- and has been reported for the limitation and other The question ot Soviet 
the intricacies of the last few years to be in weaponry issues, in- sponsorship of troops in 
problems facing them are failing health. Now 72, his eluding, U.S. officials Africa, which has proved 
among factors behind tlm ability to participate in say, a discussion of one of the touchiest ismes 
limited exp~.c'~:tions the kind of free-wheeling Carter's decision to since Cart~'s election, 
I~ing expres.~,, :~ut the summit that charac- develop the MX strategtc and the warming of ~d~o 
June 16.18 m~cting in terlzedhlsmeetingln1972 nuclear missile as a relations with China 
Vi~lrm. with former president counter to Soviet missile are expected to come up. 
The chief public focus Rlchard Ntxon is in doubt, improvements. It ",p~cars the most 
• .~I~:.. ,'~a for agreement ~}~ t!'~' r:~'r'~.~i~ s the Also very much up in In preparation for the " '~' may in the idea of ,~i%~, . ~Lr:ttc~lc the air is the question of meetly, the two court- holda,~ annual : ' ' L l~mi t  
ar,~ ).:~, ~,,~, ~r'.~ty how binding any desk he tries have been ex- mastingshetween thesu- 
(Sail ~[), ~. : ,;,'~ous might, make with Carter changing problems for 
docume:~t x! !~; ~h:- ~ will be. on his successor, placing equ~l limits on ' psi'powers. Ad- 
product of so,. /c~:., :.~ i-~,,. '.;~.: cir- Western and eastern ministration 0fficla!:, 
negotiation. • ~,~t~ces, it is not military forces In Central e.onslder these meetings 
BUt casting a shL'~ ....... ::ri~ln~ tlmt both sidep Europe. ~,~ officials here ,:god for U.S,-Soviet 
over this achievement zs ~,~. t~!:i~! a far ~,)',~ are ~ ;':' ,,) predic. !~tions. 
possible actlonbyabalky modest ~.,~J~.oach.. t(' :~ t~on,~ .... .,~.,.ment on ~'here is, however, a 
of W:~;f lwr i!  would he disouued, such gnt-t.ethers can Carter'sbeen actingleadershipln fianCeandOf ~lg~¢nat, ' that ~nf l r s~ promote tensions ff they 
wldch may challenge any hailed as the start of a tas~OP~:n °r do nat preduon important 
commitments he might new era In relations satellites in space have agreementS. 
I I I  
law says n statement is voluntary if not made out of 
fear in the hope of a reward. 
The best advice is not to make a statement to the 
police, no matter how convinced you are that the truth 
will set you free. Legal charges are complicated and 
what you think of as a defense, may really be a noose, 
I /you wish to discuss matters with the police, have 
a lawyer present. The law requires that the police give 
~/n arrested person a reasonable attempt o reach a 
lawyer, not just one phone call. 
Any statement you make will exist only in your 
memory and that of the police. Your lawyer's 
presence is a guarantee i t  will be accurately. 
remembered• 
In his experience, Oliver has found that many 
arrested persons end up convicting themselves 
because they have a "compulsion to confess" or desire 
to unburden themselves. This partly explains why 
statements by arrested persons is the largest single 
reason for succe~ful criminal prosecutions in 
Canada. 
Anyone who suspects he is witnessing a crime in 
progress or a person fleeing the police, should be 
aware that the' arrest powers of a private eitizen are 
more limited than the police. " 
Basically, the law states thata citizen can arrest a 
person he finds committing an indictable offense, that 
is, a serious criminal offense, or if he has reasonable 
grounds to believe a person is being pursued by the 
police after committing a criminal offense. 
The problem here is that most of us can't distinguish 
between indictable ~,,~O th,~ less serious sununa~ 
offenses• If .,,~.~: .. ,;,~.:,e,-a~ arrest someone for 
committin~ a .sumrn~ry conviction offense, you are 
liable for a civil action f~::. i~l,~ arrest. 
You may also be guilty of crim!~i a~:sauit ff you 
used force. 
This is why a concerned citizen shoul(~ L:- ~xtremely 
cautious in attemp' . :: to arrest. Oliver advises not to 
attempt an arrest ¢/cept who are paid to take these 
risks, he says. 
TODAY HISTORY 
. . . . . .  m y  
J une  12 ,  1970 
The World Economic 
Canference began in London 
,~ years ago today -- in 1933 
- -  in an attempt to solve the 
world-wlde industrial and 
financial trims. The Con- 
ference failed, largely 
because U.S. President 
Roosevelt refused a 
European proposal to set up 
an unrestricted international 
exchange system based on a 
fixed price for gold. The U.S. 
felt this would inhibit its own 
efforts to raise prises and 
reach industrial stability. 
I 
1665-- New York t ry  was 
incorporated. 
ITTs -- The first naval 
battle of the Amoriean 
Revolution was fought off 
Machias, Maine. 
1896 - -  British statesman 
Anthony Eden was born, 
19so -- Canada and the 
U.S. signed two agreements 
to avoid double taxation d 
their citizens and to prevent 
income tax evasion. 
1963 -- Medgar Evers, a 
civil rlghts worker, was 
murdere~l In Jackson, Miss. 
. . . . .  " ' " i  . "  ~ " " .. . . The Herald, Thsaday, June I~, l~J~, l~e  5 
 Vorce market Rupert residents concerned 
• seenas v.= ._result=,,.,. , . .  about photo, fi.] m problems 
People could end Up shop- would increase parental Howdy all, and the golden numbers to you and 
12~ for divorces tmdor the kidnapping of children yotn'sl A' number of Prime haveprsvedfutile, andteday Harvey ¥oueen asps 
prop ene d transfer of because of. provincial To start with we should extend belated birthday Rupert ~'e~ldents who took ,the number was listed as Horitsge Studio repnu~ 
|uriiMlctim over divorce to disparities in granting " discounted. . tativesrnnupaI3.0001~Hlfor 
the provinces from the ' cutody orders and ___ln~'~me. greetings to SLEEPY, SANDMAN, and BIG DIPPER, advantage ofa coupoa offer on. f mily portraits by a A spokesman for the food and.  e ecomodation 
federal government, .the the risk that differing' who all celebrated birthdays during the past two I=~nsient firm known as provincialGemumer Affairs during their sojourn in 
British Columbia branch ~ l~ovinclal aws on main- weeks. Belated anniversary greefln@ go to BOOM H~ltage Studio, have yet to Department in Prince ~ yet bees unable , 
the Canadian Bar teaance would encourage reeetv~ tlMM~-photo~rapba, Geor@, said today there Prince Rupert, and the 
• have been a numb~ Assac~tien was told during 
the weekend. . complaints from Prince " Youden say= he I~  flied 
',,!, George and Prince Rupert official cmnpkfu~ with the 
Mr. Justice Thomas about delays in reesl~ds~ Department of Consumer 
Ber~r of the B.C. Supreme pictures, but indicated th~ Affairs and the B.C. Hotel 
was ~ first the ~fies had Association, and is cen- 
Court skid the transfer, heard about the phone tomplattng isgal aedm. 
which is backed by Ottawa disconnection. Butflrst, heasys, heIMulto 
and the  provinces, could "This could c ~  he find the creole'S latin- 
result in a Reno-type more serious, she in- situation in which parUes di=tod, e i~ '~ omumi 
Would seek out the province. Families waiting for Affairs Department in 
with the easiest divorce portx~tiis are not the only Saskatchewan are n~z4ad 
laws. ones concerned about the . t i~ to he invm ~ "Let's 
company's forturnss. Prince Get Acquainted" and 
Rupert Hotel.. . manager, lloritsgeStudim. 
This is 
hot stuf f  
, VANCOUVER (CP) - -  It 
seems a .19-year-old 
izmtitute failed to sat b~y 
her customer's , burning 
desires durlNJ the weekend. 
' Police said ;the woman 
took her client home but the 
man set fire to the bed astor. 
~t~le act. :• 
The wench fled to the 
bathroom and police are still 
looking for the amorous 
arsonist who caumi ~740 
BOOM NORMA and YESSIM' GEORGE and hope you 
husbands to flee one have many more. and there is some concern 
to.evade family -~he mem]Jars of.the G.R.S. of B.B.C. met last theynoverwfll.. 
~; . . .  ,,,~ i , , , .  Thumsdaynightat.theSandmanlnnforthelrmonthly Heritage Studios is an 
associate of the Saskat- 
_.___tind~ '=''= sl'=--tien~a~]in~tua ____  meeting, whicl~included dinner, and saw 18 members chowan based •"Let's Get 
marital property]f a couple present, along with two guests. The bqlests were FIFI  Acquainted" which in 
• has assets ~h as a sun, her and CIDEM (pronounced with a K) while GERONIMO Januarysoldmore than x,000 
cottage in another provmco, was welcomed into the club as a active member coupon books . offering 
he said . . . . .  ' . . . .  b " reduoed rates on the services v.;;7.;,,,~...~._ i==,,._.., . . . . .  nmn~d ..He will have to be active, with the elu losing 8 and productsof verlpus 
M~Ir su~a~tod ~ s  catod the divorce members due to moves to other parts of the country, Prince Rupert merchants. 
tr~d~'~ropesal, made by Those leaving ,al~. RAINDROP, and GRAy CI.,OU~), The coupon book sales 
the bar nsooclat/en to t~. ~-'UPER COOKIE and SUPER THIEF, HEY HON and campaign wu plagued by 
former fed .e~...governmen~, yours truly, but you all know that our thoughts will be problems from the outset 
with several participating was a goonw~ gesmro m With you and we'll all be beck at one time or another to merchants.claiming they - ~ .  
'~ne 'offer of the federal ~ yOU. • ' had not .realized what they 
government to amend the GERONIMO presented all past and present 
'executives with executive pins that were designed by 
SUPER.THIEF and made by GERONIMO and on 
behalf of all the executives, I thank you very much. 
These pins will be treasured by all that have them and 
again we thank you beth. 
Supper after the meeting was•a fun time and it even 
saw sUPERTHIEF hand the original pat  andsaucer 
evmr to MEDIC I, who has Just got to remember how•to 
me it. Meanwhile LHTLE DIPPER announced that 
she's into growt~ mushrooms and well...here's to 
success o 
ecmtitutien to offect the 
tranofer was prompted re.ore 
by what'it p~Ved to ne 
good politics tim e~n ,a 
~me of good governmem," 
said Mdr. m " " 
Former. Justica minister 
Ron Basford, who now 
practises law with a Van. 
couver firm, w~ one of four 
lawyors who voted in favor 
of'the treader. " 
"If we want ohanges in our 
divorce laws, Itla e~mentlal 
that we pass the Jurisdiction 
tO the provinces,,' said 
Banford, suggentng that 
that t-bone steaks were in the meal, there was 
some ado about who was getting the d~gy bags to 
take home to our favorite dogs. All ended well though 
and hopefully Rover got his shal'e of the meal. 
damage. , Please be reminded that the B.B.C.'s Annual picnic 
I INO I will b~ bold °ut at Big Oliver ou June 17' and n°t at : . . _F_  i . : . ' I , i t t leO,  ver as l atated in the last colunm. This picnic HEALTH ' ,, ,[ , feral ltheB.B.C. members  sad their famllles and 
for any friends that.want o join in. Goodies. for the 
" kiddies will be provided for by the club, bt=t he adults. 
_~ " are advised to pack their own lunches and steaks. 
I BOB YouN~ you all out tbere . .  
D R. • " [ N~ I will back out of here, but not l~efore pa~sing" 
Sex in medicine has burraument felt l~y either y0d'all the g0ed numbers add wishing you a better 
changedl Not too leng ago Pvaan~ myster ious ly  week that last. Don't forget to keep smilin' and we'll 
doctors had only to study the . ~ • • catch ~.you..,~,on the return...3's for now. 
anatomy of the reproductive 
system to ha informed in the 
field. Then an un- . 
dersfanding of the fuactien 
of the sex organs was 
needed, and recently the 
• whole area of human 
sexuality has become part of 
a well-rounded general 
medical practice. 
~r/.~.qst jamii]~ p~ys!eians, 
li~d~ Sex •reiated topics are 
frequent at p0st-~rnduato 
cou~co and the medical 
Journals. have repeatedl~ 
covered cavory aspect of the 
field. Although 
k~owledacable and trained, 
some doctors are not com- 
fortable discussing intimate 
sexual topics with their 
patients. 
When this is the cage'it is 
unfortunate, as it appears 
that more and more of the 
• problems 'presented by 
patients are related to some 
e~tont to soxual discontenL 
Sometimes this relaflomhip 
Is overrated or blown out of 
proportion (sex isn't 
everything), but it has been 
proved that sexual matters, 
In both" the broad and the 
specific some, contribute to 
both psychological and 
physical i lness. 
, Tha prsblem is widesprend 
and elip~icant.. Medical 
science has solutions to 
mahy of the difficulties, and 
effective advice to help 
overcome others. But there 
is still a block - a problem 
getting the difficulty and the 
solution ~ together." 
The block occurd in the 
doctor's office. Patients are 
still reticent to bring up the 
topic of sen when vbiUng 
'their physician. It is in- 
infesting that •women are 
more likely to broach the 
subject han men, but it is 
gull tmconllnen. 
Thepatisat may send Mats 
of the problem, heidng that 
the doctor will pick up 
ball. The doctor may invite 
discussion by asldng "How 
are thisgs at home?", or 
"How are you end your 
husband getting siena?" 
The onus is then on 
patient to pursue the subject, 
presuming he or she has 
caught he signal and wants 
to follow the topic. 
The doctor is sueilF not 
comfortable asklnff "How is 
yOUr sex life?" audit is rare 
for a patient to say "Doctor, 
I am having a terrible time 
With sex," 
• This is tragic, l'feel. It has 
bae~ my experience, and 
that of my colleagues, that 
the only (or at least the 
most )  difficult aspect of 
dbouesing s~ual match ~ 
with a patient Is startln~ 
e0hversatlon, Almost 
without exception the 
d~uselen becomes routine 
down.to-business very 
quickly, and any era- 
were getting into when they 
sigued contracts with "Let's 
Get .  Acquainted" 
representat ives  in 
November. 
One of the coupons in the 
book offered low rates on 
family portraiture by 
Heritage Studio 
photographers who arrived 
in Prince Rupert in 
February. 
• A delay in receiving prate 
caused lome concern among 
the firm's clients In April 
sad May, but offlctak of 
"Let's Get Acquainted" said 
in Maythat the delay had 
been the result of problems 
with the film.processing 
firm which were sub- 
se~ently corrected. 
tsrthet statement, some 
residents did receive their 
photogrnphe (although many 
have expressed ispleasure 
with quality), hot moat are 
still without he pictures. 
Recent attempts ocontact 
the firm's Regina head office. 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(6SS.S6H) 
Piiroel Pickup.i Delivery 
___________ , ___  _ 
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Chairs-- Recliners - -  End Tables - -  
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
• MASTER BEDROO/~DRESSERSORCHESTS , 
FRIG'S,  STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS , 
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Distr ict  of Terrace On ly  
t 
EVERYTHING 
By June 3Oth 
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All Our S tock  Has Been-Reduced , . . ,  
THAT'S RIGHT! We're going out of business and eve...~hing - right down to the fixtures MUST BE SOLD 
'before June 30, 1979. 
t • 
UNBEUEVABLE SAVINGS on ADMIRAL fridges, stoves, microwaves, dishwashers, dryers, washers. 
MAYTAG washers, dryers and dishwashers. 
ZENITH and R.C.A. portable and consul TV's. Also zENITH component and consul stereos. 
we a also still have a good selection leftof bedroom and dining room suites, chesterfields, hideabeds, 
beds, coffee and end tables, wall Units and many more items, 
. o  
I 
SAVINGS ARE UNBELIEVABLE AS EVERYTHING MUST GO BEFORE JUNE3Oth! 
If you're in the market for any home furnishings, then you owe it to yourself 
to get quality furniture at rock bottom prices 
380 CITY CENTRE 
OUR LOSS - YOUR GAIN 
(KITIMAT) LTD. 
PHONES: 632-7181 or 632-7182 
You May Still Use Our Convenient Budget Accounts. 
Terraoe and Thornhill Customers Weloomed! 
KITIMAT, B.C. 
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Sabres deal cuts Bowman from Canadiens. 
5. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Scotty Bowman, who 
coached Montreal Canadiens 
to five Stanley Cup titles in 
the last eight years, has 
signed a multi.year contract 
as general manager of 
Buffalo Sabres, the National 
Hockey League club an- 
neunced Monday. 
Seymour Knox Ill, 
president and chairman of 
the board of the Sabres, said 
the 45-year.old Montreal 
native, whoso resignation as 
coach of the Cansdiens had 
been announced by that club 
little more than an hour 
earlier, will also serve as 
Buffalo's director of hockey 
operations. 
A Canadiens spokesman 
said the Montreal 
management was studying a
list of possible successors to
Bowman as coach. 
Bowman, meanwhile, said 
one of his top-priority items 
will be to find a coach for the 
Sabres. Billy Inglls, who was 
named coach on an interim 
basis after Marcel Pronovost 
was fired last December, is
among those being con- 
sidered, as is Toronto Maple 
Leafs coach Roger Neilson. 
"i'd like to thank publicly 
the management of the 
Canadiens hockey 
everybody in 
organization . and .the 
players," Bowman said. 
"I hope as a general 
manager that I can provide 
the coaching staff of the 
Buffalo Sabres with the 
talented players that the 
Cansdiens provided us with. 
Bowman bad two years re- 
maining on his contract with 
the Canadiens, but it con= 
rained a clause saying he 
could talk with other clubs 
for a brief period at the end 
of each season ff he thought 
he could better his position. 
The Maple Loafs and 
club, Washington Capitals were 
the reported to have made solid 
offers to Bowman this year, 
but he selected the Sabres, 
settling on them Sunday. 
"There's a saying that It's 
hard to make it in your own 
town," Bowman said, "and I
can tell you it's even tougher 
to leave after you make it." 
But the lure of being top 
man in the hockey operation 
was enough to take him 
away. He said the fact his 
wife is an American was of 
minor importance. 
"I have mixed feelings 
about leaving here, but I feel 
very strongly that there are 
certain times in life that you 
must move on," Bowman 
said. 
"It 's a challenge for 
myself and a different 
lifestyle for my family. I'm 
looking forward to a long 
nssoeiatiori with Buffalo/' 
While he will be in- 
terviewing prospective 
1978-79 season, then were 
eliminated two games to one 
by Pittsburgh Penguins in a 
preliminaryround playuff 
series. 
"I guess he thought ~the 
whole thing out and he felt it 
wasn't for him," Canadians 
managing director Irv|ng 
Grundman said of Bowman's 
coaches for the Sabres, decislontoturnh 
Bowman said he couldn't Montreal's offer Is back on 
"He wanted my Job last 'hockey players and we just 
year," said Grundman. have to look aheadi" 
"He wanted my job orlgi. Gfundman said. 
nally. He was disappointed 13uwm~/n was coach of the 
be didn't get it, and maybe if" NHL all-star team that 
I was in his position I would played the Russian national 
have felt the same way. I team in the three-game 
don't ,hold anything agair~t • Challenge Cup series In New 
him for that and ! don't have York.last February and was 
any hard feelings." head coach of 'ream Canada 
Thus the Canadlens, In the 1976 Canada Cup. 
winners of the last four Bowman already has 
rule', out the possibility he The Canadiens lost AI Stanley Cup titles under• served as general manager 
might coach the club himself MaeNeil from their front Bowman, face a situation in and coach of St. Louis Blues 
if he can't come up with a office last week when he which they could go through for fourseasons, returning to 
candidate he considers sighed as coach of Atlanta the expansion draft Wed- the organization' that 
worthy. Flames, but the shafting nesday without a coach. ' groomed him when named 
TheSabresflnlshedsecond apparently didn't hold in- . "We have a good Montreal coach on June 10, ~ 
in the Adams Division in the terest for Bowman.  "organization and good 1971..' ~' 
Alberta pros just barely squeake.d a w in .  
by DaveHamllton games, pitching ~ was the 
feature of the weekend 
with over 100 strikeouts 
recorded and only one 
home run, that by Cedar 
King Dave Sharps. 
The first game was also 
the  first extra inning 
• game as neither team 
could bring a run across 
until the Car Capitols 
counted two in the top of 
the tenth. 
The King's Dewayne 
Popp pitched a two-hitter 
and struck out twelve but 
a walk, an error and a 
single by  Car Capitol 
Bruce Marshall ed to the 
Cedar Kings demise. 
Glen Jeune picked up the 
victory after  rel ieving 
Dale Smith.• The two 
combined for 10 
strikeouts, six by Jeune. 
Game two was a much 
quicker game as each 
team sent only six more 
than the minimum 21 
players to the plate. The 
only run of the game 
came in the sixth when, 
Cedar King Garry 
Paulson stole second 
after being hit by a pitch 
off loser Ernie Uniat. 
Panlson gained third on a 
sacrifice by Bob Curreli 
The Skeena Cedar Kings 
hosted the Wetaskiwin 
Car Capitols, a 
professional team from 
Alberta, for a six-game 
series on the weekend 
and the two teams 
provided the fans with an. 
exhibition of fastbal l ,  
including three extra- 
inning games. 
The skeena Cedar 
Kings hosted the 
Wetaskiwin Car Capitols, 
a professional team from 
Alberta, for a six-game 
series on the weekend 
and the two teams 
provided the fans with an 
exhibit ion of fastbal l ,  
including three extra-  
inning game.  
The Car Capitols won 
four of the six games, 
w inn ingtwo on each 
Saturday and Sunday. 
The margin of victory 
was slim in each contest 
with scores of 2-0 in 10 
innings, 3-1 in 14 innings, 
1-0 in 13 innings and 6-3 in 
the regulation 7 innings. 
The Cedar Kings won 
games two and five, 
recording 1-0 and 3-2 
victories in the standard 
Page needed and the 
Kings ended the game 
with sty le  as they put 
down the Car Capitols in 
order with a double play 
mid a strikeout. 
Saturday evening the 
third game started at 7 
p.m. and after three 
hours Wetaskiwin had 
notched a 3-1 victory. It 
appeared the Capitols 
had enough to win as, 
they scored in the top of 
the seventh. Lea 
Chanasyk was walked, 
advanced on a sacrifice 
bunt and an error then 
scored on a long fly ball 
from the bat of Wayne 
Hardy. However, the 
Kings still had something 
Capitols were just as  
light as the Kings were 
and held the locals off the 
scoreboard. 
The Car Capitols finally 
put the game away an 
inning later when Brian 
Sosnowski t r ip led and 
scored on Chanasyk's  
single. Channsyk Was 
then bur~ted to second by  
Jim McLean and scored 
on a Wayne Hardy single. 
The Kings were set down 
in order in their attempt 
to even the score. 
• Sunday's f i rst  game 
showed many 
s imi l iar i t ies to Satur- 
day's lastgame as it took 
13 innings to decide a 
OUDle, er ror  
q aded duel  
to say about ending the winner. Denby Page 
game so soon and they went the distance for the 
replied with a run of their Kings, losing on a Walk to 
own to tie the score. Ken Sasnowski and singles by 
Zingier led off with a Marshall and McLean. Popp only allowed two 
double, took third on a Page struck out seven runners past first in the 
wild pitch and scored andallowed only four hits last four innings to gain 
after Norm Zloldikovits in the losing cause. For the victory while Erule 
hit a pitch to second and the Cedar Kings win the i r .  Uniat was tagged with 
the trow was not in time second and last game and the loss. 
to  get Ziegler. featured the weekend's The final game was the 
That tied the score at only homerun, a two-run highest scoring contest as 
one and the next  four game winning b last ,  the Capitols pushed 
innings saw both sides 
retired in order. In the ' 
13th Wetaskiwin had 
seven innings, and scored on a pass ball. runners reach second and 
As is evident by the That was the only run third before the Kings 
~,,.c,~gMg, long-lasting winning pitcher De!~by ' snuffedout the racy. Th, 
• ' " : "  ;' ....... - , ~.' ~ '~, ~/ ,~.;: • ~i,~;i.~:/,.~ bottom ,half of ~ ! ~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,. ~ ........ :~., ...... saw the'Cedar Kings als 
get two runners on but the 
An exDer 
and striking out four in going 
the distance. 
The crippled California 
Angels scored six runs in the 
ninth imiing to topple 
Cleveland Indians 9-4, but 
suffered three more injuries. 
Mere Rettenmund, Bert 
Campaneris and Terry 
Humphrey all injured 
shoulders. Humphrey was 
taken to hospital for x-rays 
while Rettenmund had to be 
helped to the bench by his 
team-matns. 
Ken Singleton doubled 
home two runs and AI 
Bumbry smacked a two-run 
single, backing the five.hit 
pitching of Scott McGregor 
as Baltimore Orioles 
blanked Chicago White Sex 
6.0 for their sixth con, 
secutive victory. 
A two-run single by Rick 
Bosetti and Dave Lemanc- 
zyk's six-hitter gave Toronto 
Blue Jays a 2-0 victory over 
Seattle Mariners while 
Detroit's Lou Whitaker 
singled twice and scored two 
runs to lead the Tigers over 
Oakland A's 3-1. 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
A double by Dwight Evans 
and a throwing error ended a
pitching duel Monday night 
as Boston Red Sox stopped 
Kansas City Royals 4-0 in a 
10-irming American League 
baseball game. 
Loser Steve Busby, 2-3, 
had given up Just two hits in 
91-3 innings he walked 
Carlton Fisk and Butch 
Hobson. Evans slammed 
reliever Marty Pattin's first 
pitch into the left-field 
corner for a double, scoring 
Fisk. 
That brought in Kansas' 
City reliever AI Hrabosky, 
who walked George Scott in- 
tentionally to load the bases. 
Jerry Remy bunted back 
to Hrahesky but the pitcher 
threw wildly to the plate and 
both Hobson and Evans 
tallied to make it 3-0, Boston. 
Scott later scored on Rick 
Burleson's grounder. • , 
Red Sex pitcher Bob 
Stanley, 7-4, gave up only 
four hits while walkingnone 
:alks aboul 
Glass is end substanc 
which can be made from a 
very common substance . 
sand. It is also the tradi- 
I 
tional gift for the 15thl 
wedding arlniversary. Itl 
can be spun into very fine| 
threads or molded intol 
large telescope lenses. Itl 
also can be made strongerl 
than steel or it can be veryl 
delicate. There is no morel 
useful or versatile sub. I
stance known to man, I
Many industries could notl 
function without it, I 
Nature made glass even I 
before man learned how tel 
make it. Glass was formed[ 
in two ways by nature, 
When lightening struc~ 
sand long slender tubes el 
glsss sometimes were 
formed and the heat ot 
volcanoes sometimes form 
ed glass." 
It is felt that man first 
learned the secret of glass- 
making somewhere in the 
East about 3000 B.C. or 
earlier. The Egyptians 
pressed glass into open 
molds about 1500 B.C., but 
it was a while before some- 
one learned how to blow 
glass into forms. 
The Romans perfected 
glassmaking into an art 
and made many supern 
glass objects. One, the 
Portland vase, is thought 
to be the most valuable art 
glass object in the world, 
We are the headquarters 
for all your gift needs. See 
us whenever a birthday ori 
anniversary comes near! ! 
, / ,  ? /  
JEWELLERS LTD. 
m 
632-2171 
216 Ci ty  Centre K i t imat  
i 
Weta'skiwin took an 
ear ly t~-0 lead as 
Sosnowski singled and 
Chansyk and Bunyan 
doubled off Kim Page. 
However, after that in: 
nlng Page and reliever 
Dewayne Popp shut off 
the Capitols and the 
Kings managed to score 
three times. Ken Ziegler 
recorded the first run as 
he led off the second 
inning with a single, stole 
second, took third on a hit 
to deep short by John 
Glass and scored on Tom 
Carson's sacrifice fly'. 
The next inning saw the 
Cedar Kings take the lead 
as Bob Currel l  was 
walked and set the stage 
for Dave Sharps and he 
blasted a 1-1 pitch over 
the left field wall. 
across six runs to double 
the Kings outl~ut. Glen 
Jeune and Dewayne 
Popp, two fairly l~lred 
pitchers, went the 
distance recording' six 
strikewouts apiece. 
The Cedar Kings 
opened the scoring as 
they tallied twice in the 
top of the first via singles 
from the bats of Sharpe, 
Zloklikovits and Glass. 
The Car Capitols came 
right back in their half of 
the first and tcok a 3-2 
lead. Wist and Shantz 
s ing led ,  Marsha l l  
doubled and Bunyan hit a 
sacr i f ice fly to deep 
centre. 
The Cedar Kings only 
other run came in the 
seventh when.Kim Page, 
running for John Glass, 
displayed some nifty base 
running and scored on a 
Dewayne Popp fly to  
centre, bowling over the. 
catcher in the~process. 
Meanwhile, the Car 
Capitols scored three 
more times, twice in the 
second on three Cedar 
Emgs error and once in showed the hometown 
the fifth • on a single and fans they will be a force 
another Cedar King error to be reckoned with come 
for the 6-3 final aild a 4-2 the provincials as the 
edge in the series. Wetaskiwin Car Capitols 
The two clubs gave the sport a 12-4 wonqoss 
p ,b l i c  an ' excellent record, good enough for 
display of fastbali and the first place, in pro-league 
Cedar Kings certainly play 
: r  " :  . , , r ;  
Banks 
Trust Companies 
Credit Unions 
Investment Dealers 
Q Province of British Columbia 
I 
e 
g 
S ix" "star:s . . . .  " ' " nam" ed 
Three members each of 
Montreal Canadinne and 
New York. Islanders have 
voted to the National 
Ho~koy Leailue'e flmf AII~, 
Star tern for 1976-79, wl~ 
bkndore de~enooman Della 
PotWn leading , I l l  el,sloes 
with 349 points in .the 
baUoUna. 
Other Islanders named 
were centre Bryan Tr0ttier 
~ndMtwis~ferCk~Oillies, m~n,  when Chicago Black Barge Sa ln~ of To/onto 
wldlo Card/ell  selected by Hawks had four rep- Maple Loeb, dafonceman 
vo|idg members of  .the _reaentativu nnd New York Serge Bayard of Montreal, 
Professional  Hoozey ~engers two, This year centreMareelDlonneo~Los 
Writers' A~oelatien wore marks the elablh time in the An8eles Kings and left 
goal,under Ken Dryden, 49.yee~ .history of the winger Bill Barber of 
defeecemanLarryRobLI ~ selections that on!y two Pldladelphia Flyers. 
• and right winpr  uuy teamalre.represantoaenme 8 va'd, a 13.yearvetoran, 
Lafleur, ' • first equaa, ' l~ the only pleyernle~ted 
Points wore a~viurded 6n l  Second team playem come an all4tar team ~or the nn~ 
6-3-1 basis for three choless, front five clubs, They are time. He was named last 
The last time two teas,., gonlt~der Glenn Haeoh and month as lm winner of the 
took. all. nix first team right winger Mike Bo~y of Bill Masterton Memorial 
positions was the 1N$~7 the leisnders, d(denessmn Trophy as the pliyer "who 
• ~ bell exemplifies the 
T iC  a t  s l ook  gOOd °' '''..o.,='--°',o .o.,,'" Lafleur, chosen for a fifth • consecutive year  becomes 
• only ~ second right winger 
with that .many first team 
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GIRLS.GETTING READY 
year's B.C. Summer Games, Zone Seven PreparaUona re bells finalized for the soft. 
ball tournament being held thla weekend, with a 
total of S8 toan~ lexpeeted to compete in the 
Squirt, Pee.Wee, Bantam and Juvenile Division, 
with .teams from Kitimat, Kltwanp ana- 
Houston," alon~ with five local houH.-Ioalus 
teams. Terrace'a Vie Prose will be dexending 
the trophy won In~t year. The Squir t~ will play at 
the ~sule HuH fields. ~-' 
The Poe-Wee Division will also see 10 tea ls  in 
. . .  ~ction, Co.; . ,~  with the four house4oallUe 
teams will be ,~ew A/yansh, Kitimat, Kitwanaa 
and lu t  year's winnarsi .Houston, Pee-Wes 
pmes  will be at Apt  Park on the east side. 
Four toama are expected, to make up the 
Bantam Divkion. Games will also take place at 
Apr  Park, but on the Vest diamond. 
The Jwenlle Division will see teams from 
Kltimat, Kitwanp, Hazel,on, Terrace and this 
representatives, the New Aiyamh ChallenaorL 
Rotary Park will be the site of the Juvenile 
8ames. 
- The tournament committee ia awaiting, con, 
flrmatton from Stewart, Granlale, 8mltbers and 
• lOspiox. This information Is unavallable at pros 
thna. 
The concession trailer will be at Apr  Park. 
Parents of players are asked to uaist in the 
ares of billetin8, ecorekespin& umpiring and 
coneemdon, lntemted parents are asked to 
contact their daughter's coaches. 
Mesnwbfle, in the house league play in the 
Pes.Wee & Squirt Division, playoffs will com- 
mence during the week of June lS with the top 
two teams pinyl~ a series of best wo of three 
~mes,  The awards for house league play will be 
~esented during "Fun Nlto" on Frklay, Jane l~. 
HAMILTON (CP) .. --  with . rookie talent, The fullhack and Johnny (Ham) eeleetiens in a row. Foamer 
Hamilton Tiber-Cats are the rema.i~l, er.of ~ reoruJ . t~ Jones, .a rooki..e from, ~ 'C_.an.adle.ne star..~aurl.ce . ' .* . " ~ . . ; 
moathnorovndolub intha qonmate~ o, aequtrmg Un ivers t tyotTexa_s . -~  mcnara was ptoxeam.x ..i,,.~- ' s "  " here  
Eastern/~oothaUConfere~ce lxoven ~ ~lent, _ replaoommt for ~mvarca. e tra.lSht seasons, zrom ]w~- I~  I as- _ . m _ .  | _ _ _  m m _ _ 
-- on paper; at leaet, " l.lisflrsttaaxw.asl~dln~ Jomsisquick,'butatnYe/ 45un 'ou~bl .940~0. . .  I ~ ~ - 1"¢M ~' l r  IL,T ~ 'M1"1  1F ld ' l "  
Last year s Ties,a, with 8 up the of[enaive , l .  . foot.n~e and 190 pounds his Dryaen IS the secona 
. . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,--- .,wo'v  =ed to mahe ,=,  =amt,, s=ith',, is =o=t,=der to he named to .L • .L 4;1,  O- I tF 'L 'D IM~UIX I ,  W~['U  ptu l l ; l lm lm.  " . ~t ,  . , , , . 
m offence and porous on that our offensive line is qunsti .usable. ~ first .teems in a row, . . . . 
defmce.They.scoredJult~'.6 ~oinato.bea, ble_toprot~t. On.~d.efenc.e.,.th.e.ea.ts .~.p~_~.t~thefmtof_t~_ M0.I~_.AI~..(Cp)..--.The The  only .aunoun.c~nunt aftoragcelwerere8 
points and allowed 403 -- ~ ~mlm),. x.',ayne eam~ `s.ot~nt unto estate help mr late ~m .~ur~._, a one_u~_ • three.day Na.U0t~U /t/0cae~ " n'oaLa m u~m~ sorrel m as having delayedp] 
. . . . . . . .  ham ~t ,m r~nrd~ntin~,..~___..,, the "That e our goat, . rite,, flront, four. • Montrnat star wno was l, cem~'annum . . . .  meet~ goc . meeunp mousey  came some playoff pmea 
worst af the EFC, That, I~_n~ .~  _e l~.  e.nce; __it I was. concerned whonl ~c._ked from 1943.44 throu@ off to a. a.low start .Monday., ~ rde~.  in~.~ .~cotty sprinJ, . 
howev~,wasg.o.ndenoughto could~.Uleu~eti~ene~=~l~ ' .came. n.ere a.=oou,~. ~ .x_~m.47..__ . .  ~ the ormm aun ipnen . ,o t  M~..=....en, wnou}a]ust .om One notable occm 
0Uat Toronto Argonauis for .Anonoru~..me...u~e. m uk" oemnmv.e line ana [ m s~, wnemm.naem .ue~, ml~otn~ls recent years go.no a._na ~.our ,iPoumm rule. e.na .rip ,~9 came when Smtou n 
the third and final play~ `smr c_anU'eH_e~wa...s~. ~.; s omewn.a~ ooncernea, mess _c_m?umm e _. . _  former. Wet.m_ noc.~e.y m approv~.oy, u~. ~o~ apparently reaentf~ 
berth ~,.~o,pmmas..n= w~....uu l, aynaaam. . . . . .  scaaOnato.navoum[m~uvu. AsdoclaueacluDaauetojom rules eommmee m no gmtmalCanadienafl, 
" I t 'wu obvious from our helped by teokms wt!l.to Dafonsive line ccaoo ~.orb players semcted. ~.omrea! the fold for the 1979-80 bronahthefm~thegovernors ~eice~conaratulate 
reeord andetatist/csthat.we M art_in,.~,antl~J~tsl~ pa~a~umo~_ s~_em....c, hadfourfl~.t.team_~Le~._an ~ sea ls . .  _ . .  atam .etin~ in Now York in scorer, J~n~ ovel 
needed to improve our cab r~ ~ Ueorle, u ,  ou u~ ~m~omm~our  onesecona-cnsmse~ecuonm Generaz managers .~ me ~o we~m. - -  . . . .  boards to console 
inslnlolt aUarcas." said ri~l]t,.. - -  ix _pquruanwu~e.are.a. ~ 197.8-77, . : . . . .  ' 21teams w~ will mane .up ' .T~twuapro  .IS..ma~ Gerry Cheev.ers in a 
hendccachJ.ohnpayne, who. ' Mar t~_a  .._~O-___l~_d ~a;  f'eltwe~ee~fe~na~vmeX~e is ,.The. veteran  AU-~ar ~o..I~BL n.ext Nason_.--. m- ,a us.an =n~tnorl~_=~_~ e nau final same. 
inherited the club in 1978 year. ~.~'~. vo[e_ru,, _ tar as m.e uexonmv . . .=  in.cae~ m~. yur  ~ u~uen, emoin~ ~.mnontan t~.rs, ~. unpeg, on .any =.~m Mort,eel said th~ 
after the fifth lame af the obtamea gram ~:amonmn cencernea we were .LaurelS. wno now nas lye m's~-tcam Winnipeg Jets, Queuec WhOSe lnayers gears t.ne some discussion 
rqpdar season.-- • Eskimos in the .~.uaann:. t0raplayerwhocomarcan select,one and one second- Nordiques and Hartford player bench .tn~.ediately uronoaal that suheflt 
I~#~immy Edwards on .on offend and eight. ~ from old to the left tackle o' • meeti~s, which have been Imow they are members of 
• waivers. ' ~elance~,omaneo, oommea nosltion .L . . . . .  ~ ., I .  taken up With dlecussln8 the Naflonal.Hockey League 
• Payne obviously didn't in a trade from Ot~wa; "Evehv/ithtliede~artureaf_ ~ I I11~ J . t  ' possible agreementa with and had the right to be, 
fl6ure he was gambling .c~d .be ~ o~lm. an o ucu_a Ray Nettles to Ottawa for - WHA, clubs . financial ,l~esen,,t, 5ut,.the_ .y lwe~en t 
much by letting E dwa.r~s, neuseaaatra.ne~z~.~uuer, LarryCateaandPomarlce, CASTLEGAR, B.C. (CP) troubles or,.ms.t yea..r, me m~__L_~r~u-_~,_~whlc h 
the former oucsmnamg ~, 260-__p~.: II a ~ the linebaekin8 corp Is - -Ken  Sherstobltoff turned mergerotcieve.mng.~arona .~ewrm. mc~wu.mm., . 
pkyerintheCFL, go.Asa~., year. F.~'~.a~s~r_ana a stropjL ' in a one under par 73 Mcodey and Mlnnmota ~lorm umrs. l~ayers 1sept onto me we 
Toronto Argonaut fan. will fix cure on ~ne n.i ln[m~, l ins~'  Waiters obtained which nowered him to first- , ' 
tell you, it takco .more tJUm.a Tna rec~veT, corp nag_ oqen from Winnipeg with 
hot-shot running ~ck to vnn revan~.pa ana causes, t ayne HaiJhtan will.be In Nettks's 
football games, m s m~_~.e. , . . . . .  " pealUon i the middle and 
Payna'a gamble is not at "We ve ~o. usa a}.ot mm~. will he flanked by rookie-M- 
hack, though. The speed .to ~ .l~.l,ea ana the-yesr Ben Zambbsi on  
0~{JJ~the ' ' .. ell.,*. .::,.._ ' " ' j i~ i~ Bll le~!mer ~ ' , .... . . . . .  
l~}a  at quart~baek, better map~iiany.~~.omer~,th~,ri~t~;.,/c ~~',L'/ r.:~: . . . .  . . . .  
Dave Metier from I s - - - "  WaddeU Smi'th, ch- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " - two  ~ . . . .  Meaks will be at the cornsn in North Vancouver was , 
mummspps om~, u u~ inined fronl toe ~-Slflmns, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ob . . . . . .  with former all-star Cata~ second in the individuals 
~ m  ~n~_ p L.u~_ j in chould.boan~ va~a ~..u.em and Randy Orcham atnafo~ with a 148 total, ndsing Kler I ~  
ou~,. mu. u~ ~aus =~ from me spul ena pemuon en ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' and hard.hittin~ Zac H  Smith of South Delta who I 
uro.um. . Smdm caught n pan~s mr derso~ at the rover spot, ended with 149. 
Smith, who tossed 30 900 y anis and rune tOUCh- The kicking will he hen- Kerry Grtttner of Cen- 
touchdowns and completed do wna.lan.t eel son._ been ,died by either Travor tenniai in Port Coquitlam 
57.9 her cent of his passes in BreC~ Aynaley naS . Kennerd or Paul Watsan, was fourth with a 150 total . . . .. '  ~." 
hb0s~aLorynar,~ouldstart, ch~l l~f~mt~ o~itdbea~ .throokiea,  . whl leNel lCroftofMageein i/¢~ 5 . . ;~ j  
is ~l,onable. . . . ~..~ ~ ,~.~. ,e~o ~ ~e.  theyw~ in ;m.  ~. .  
~uarterhack Was me ~one ana more peeo , .. :. • ' ;"  "" 
fter a goal were r prded 
 i  l lay in 
so e playoff prom 
spring. 
 le urrence 
 n Bests Bruina, defeated. 
~onpe rently r s tful of tr l Canadism flooding 
the ice to congratulate a goal 
~ ,'er. Jumped er the 
, rds t  l  gel]to 
 rers I   semi- 
fi l 8ax . 
rt, l i  t ere was 
so e discussion of a 
pr p s l t t s bstitutions 
5e tiermittnd lor p~yers who 
draw coincident rumor 
a~renaltks when one t~un is 
ady shorthanded. ~me 
clubs felt playing ~our 
One 
unde 
hob PaYne elected to patch Nell humaden reOarne at ~.~:~:~:~:.:.:.:.:~:.:~:~:~.:.:.:.:.:~:~:.:.~:~:~.:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:.:~:.:~:.:.:.:.:~.:~:~.:.:.:.:.::::!.:~ 
sumnem sMmun iil 
Canucks sign Manno 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- opt/m for a fldrd year, the 
Defencoman Bob Meuse has C~noeks ann~nced.. Manne 
v~P~la new contract ~.th 
aneouver Canucks, me 
National. Hockey League 
team announced Meaday. 
Manna, a three.year 
veteran at M, slipped a two- 
agreement with an 
White Sox coach, dies 
and the ~anucks reached 
a~'eament a a m~etln8 in 
Montreal. ' 
He played 63 league 8ames 
for Vancouver l~t season, 
with five goals and 16 assists 
for 31 points. Manna had 42 
minutes in penalties. 
CHICAGO (AP) .-- Fred He entered the hospltel for 
Martin, pitching coach for the final time last week. 
Chicago White Sex, died of Martin,' of Seottsdale, 
cancer Monday at Nor- Ariz., served as p i tc l~  
thwestvrn Memorial coach for Chicago Cul~ from 
~a~..Ital, a .m spokesman 1961 to 1964 and was a minor 
league instructor of pitchers 
for the Cubs and Detroit 
Tigers for 14 years before 
sl~ning with the White Sex 
after the 19'/8 season,. 
Dun Unferth, the White 
Sex I p(Aesman, said Martin, 
~3, had been in hespltol off- 
and-~ since aprils ,raisins. 
o 
THISWEEK'S  ' 
SPECIAL . 
Wed. ,  Thurs. ,  & Fri. 
June 13, 14 & 15 
BBQ BEEF  25 
& CHILl . . . . . . .  on l~ L ' "  
• Mon..Thors. & Sat.. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Fridays- 10 a.m.. 9 p.m. 
QUIOI( STOP SUBMARINE SAHDWlOHES 
4609 Lazelle (Lmlle ShoppinE Centre) 
: : . *~ : -~ . . . .  ' . i~ ' !  
skaters plnst hree rather. 
than five spinet four pve  a 
team holding the man ad- 
vantap too ~'eat an edge, 
but the proposal u~ 
"Thin was again a dis- 
cuselm m overt/me, and it 
was defeated as well," 
Morrlson said, 
The ~ played "a I0- 
minute sudden.death 
overtime period after 
rquisr4ne~o gamns that 
ended in ties, but the 
has not had r e ~  
overtime since 1943. 
The mcetln~ turned down 
both a 10-mlnuta overtime 
and a five.minute extra 
se l l s .  
: mm 
% ."  • .  %. .•  
" ' t ,  
We've Moved! 
;~;~, JUST ACROSS KEITH qVE. 
70 
TERRACE,  '~"  
(CORNER OF K[Il ll AIqD IF, Ikr, tK1 ) 
DROP IN AND SEE, OUR N~3A' t,Q~..g'i'lON OR 
I i I ) k  • , . ; '  , ;  , ,  . .  i - ,  I .  t 
~S. .k .v , . . L  " ' ' 
WiTH SPBCIAL  euEsrs  
SHAMA 
TUESDAYs JUNE 19 - 8 pm at the TERRACE CiViC ARENA 
. . ~ lT . I I IAdvam,  l l .U/Doyoflhw 
r/~eS M KM),'e S~rN k T~ D ~ .kme AW~ b TKmm b ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ I 
*i 
¢ .  
L 
• / 
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THE SILVER  DOLLAR : ':- 
Slit WE GIVE YOU=MAY BE 
• . , .  • : , " ' :  . . . .  
WORTH =100 00 l 
Jack Payne, the manager of the Universal Stores Mixed In with the mound of colm are several 
is Interested in finding out what.kind of public "pot sweeteners". One of the coins, 'as deter, 
Image his store has In the community and how mined by experts, has a market value of $100.00. 
Universal rates In the community compared to  Several more are worth $5.00 to coin collectors. 
rite other retailers. 1,000 shiny sliver dollars wil l  They w i l l  be Identified. in a separate ad. 
be handed out to.the first 1,000 people to return verflsement, and if ~he lucky Winners would 
this completed questionnaire to the store, no prefer folding money, the coins can be  ex. 
strings attached, changed for bills. 
This questionnaire will serve as an opinion Jack feels It  Is Important that the Universal 
poll, covering such areas as  credit policies, has the reputation of  being both a good com. 
'hours of operation, merchandise assortment, reunify and .commercial citizen, CUstomer' 
pricing and service. The results of this survey .opinions will help Jack determine how the needs 
will be tabulated by the staff. To enable the staff of his 'Customers can best be met. If, for exam. 
to begin tabulating the In.formation, they would pie, customers think Universal 'isn't open early 
like to have all of the completed questionnaires enough in themornlng,or  closes tooearly in the 
by June 30th. evening; or If customers have opinions on the .... 
The rules are quite simple. Any adult Is company's name and the logo currently being 
eligible, although the coins are limited to one per used, Jack Wants to hear about it. 
family. Out-of.town shoppers will be permitted But don't spend the silver dollar you'll receive 
to mall their completed form to Universal, where right away.  Remember, somewhere .in the lar, 
a separate list will be kept until they can call In are collector's coins worth a Whole lot more than 
person to pick up their sllvi~r dollar, one dollarl : ~ 
r A Souvenir Silver Dollar for YOU When You Answer These Questions :::!i 
PLEASE ANSWER ~ - - ' - - - ' - -  - - -  , 
EAC H QUESTION (6) Do you "normally shop? (aS) When You vlslt, can you flnd the thlngs you need . (26)Coil=fred to Our ¢omlNdltl~,' do YOu flh~ *our.:. 
' " ~ ] [ ~ ) ~  . ALONE- - '  WITH CHILDREN~ WITH quickly? prlcel? ' 
HUSBAND.WIFE- -  YES-~----- NO--..------ LOWER (") HIGHER ( ) ABOUTTHE SAME ( )'i ~i 
• o , 
• :(21) Do you uU the credit cards we accept!'. ' 
' For helping us with thll survey, the Unlverlal Store • (7) Do you normally take advantage of our advertised (16) Can you find your way around our store eas i ly?  J~kSTERCHARGE ( ) VISA, CHARG'EX ( ) 
specials? YES--- - - -  NO-.--.--- . . . .  will give ]he first 1,000 customers who bring In a (211) Are 'you IXUefltly, a Unlverlal CI!d. It Card 
complMadsurveytoourstore--alllverdollar. YEfr------- NO--.------- SOMETIMES-------- . .(17) Is our merchandlle well displayed? OJitomer? ':: . . . . . . .  
.(Oneper famllyplease, and l0efore june 30, lp~) (8) Which newspapers do you read? ' YES---.---- NO- - . -~  YES-----.- NO--.--.-~ 
Just check off your answer ..... ( ) Prlnce Rupert Dally News (18) Do 'you find our store neat and tidy? (=9)Wouldyou,IlketohavoaUnlverlml.CredlfCerd? 
( ) Terrace Herald YES----.---- N ~  YES- . - -~N~ . • : " . . ' ':. , 
(1)a) Ooyoullke0urname,,,UnlversalStores, ( ) News Advertiser (30)Whlch~.thifollowllqlll Unlvq~iknawnfor9 
(19) Is our staff courteous? VALUE ( "~ CONVENIENCE (...)' ~.' ' "' 
YES------NO--------  (9) Which radio stations do you listen to? YES~-.----NO-------- b) Doesn't mean much .... Says If a l l~ .  ' AQUALITY MERCHANDISE ( ) GOOD STORE 
Old fashioned------ Difficult o remem~.--.---. (20) Is our staff well informed? RRANGEMENT {, ) " 
• YES-~- - -NO- - . - - - - -  SELECT ION ( ) ADVERTIS ING ( ) 
(2) How did y.mJ flrlt hear about us? (10) Whld~ television channels do you watch most SERVICE ( ) SPECIAl, SALES ( ) 
( ( Newspaper ad? often? (21) Do you find our store opening hours satisfactory 
( ) Radio commercial? CFTK ( ) CTV ( )NBC ( ) PBS ( ) for you~ needs? (31) Whl~ II the single firing you dislike most llbotJt 
( )Sa~'~'~r~r'stbi.i:v)u~l&vi? . . . . . . . .  YES-,--~.. N/.O--:~----- " u=?~' ' • • 
( ) Hurdab0ut uSfhx, a'frlind? (11) Do we carry enough.of.everything In our store? (~) What hours would you like to m our store Open?, : at' ' [ ' ' " : ' r : ' :  " " " "  
( ) Saw our slgn and stopped by? YES--'------ NO-------- MONDAY f r o m ~ t ~  (32) What Is the thing you Ii*ke: the l i t ?  
( ) Read something about us? TUESDAY f rom~to- - ; . .~  • ",. i  ' 
(12) What else sh0uld we carry? WEDNESDAY from to (33) Would you recommlmd us to I frllpd 
(3) Are we ealy to find? THURSDAY from ~ YES ( ) NO ( ) • ' ' 
YES- -~ NO------- DON'T KNOW WHERE ' FRIDAY from to 
YOU ARE~ (13) What do you think of the 'quality' of our mer. SATURDAY from to (34) Would you like to be on our IiN!¢lltmllllng lilt? 
chandl=e? ' YES- - - , - -N .O , . : - ' -  ' .  
(4) Are you: EXCELLENT~ COMPARABLE~ (23) Do you feel washould becarrylng a special range (3S) Havoyouaverlh0plNidourltore bytolephofle? 
( ) a local resident? AVBRAGE~ of merchandise other than what we now ull? YES------,- NO--,..---- • 
YES----re'NO---- ' - -  (36) Do ~ou .-lhlnk we ihould ~rry.. i~ I~ I I  ¢111 ( ) an outer.town vllltor? (where from?) ~ (14) What do you think of the selection In each of these (24) What merchandlm do you suggest we carry? productO 
( )now working In this area? departments? 1; FAIR 2. GOOD 3- INCREASE 
Cmmetlcs ( ) .  • .... SELECTION (~) Whlch of the followlng stores do you consldor to be N~t'| TolhdrlN ( ' )  
(5) How often have you shopped' with us? BabyFurnlture&Accessorles( )( )(  ) our malncompetltlon? Halrcare, etc.( ) . 
ONCE~ 2.6 Times------..- 7.10 T I m ~  Children's Clothing ( ) ( ) ( ) 
MORE~ Ladlesclothlng ( )( )( ) Luggage( )( )( ) THEBAY( )SAAN( )WOOLWORTHS( ) ' 
Men'sClothlng ( )( )( ) Records(') ( ) ( ) FIELDSt )McLEODS ( ")' (37) Addltloelal.StPllgeltlonl: • 
Stereo Com~nents ( ) ( ) ( ) Televisions ( ) ( ) ( ) OTHER : ":.i : " " . 
/ : i  ~ : . . . . .  i 
• " d Q " " 
• Br ig  th,s complete uestmnnaire 
the u-Jversa] for YOUR SILVERDOLLAR! 
o co~ ONE ADULT PER FAMILY, PLEASEi ON OR BEFORE SATURDAY, 
~ "  _.~.'~-~e~ "' \ j LT I~] I~ ~.  I~ '~ WATCH OUR ADS :FOLLOWING 
~I~o \ Oea~ C~W'" -~ ~ ~s'~'~'- .a~a~ec~ u °-se~'' " ,.~e~ s ~ DEADLINE FOR DATES OF VALUABLE COINS; , 
\ '~ -  o~ o'" : .: : :. :~:. 
• , " ' .  • . : . :  f ' Some Coins : : .  
' :  Worth =5.00 ,. 
• . . . .  - . . . . .  . . . .  . - T o . , , _ . _ _ .  . . . . . .  
\ , One Coin ' 
\ Worth  $100.00  . Tel. No . . . . . . .  _ ____~ . . . .  _ .P~!MIC=~! : ! __ - - __ . , ;  
.= .  
~,rd Ave, & |lxt~ Prince Rulmt 
N~lm~ C~,  K!t!mmt 
! 
TERRACE:KITIMAT , 
" " d l  , 
) ; ,  . 
. . • 
h' erald'   
SECOND SECTION 
Not eve.,yone paid attention to the NESS graduation 
:cer~.~rnony " 
i 
:'. . B Y NAT IVES ' 
War.ning issued 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Native 
leaders warn that violent 
demonst ra t ions  are 
inevitable unless the federal 
government grapples with 
native problems c/ chronic 
unemployment, knd claims, 
poor housing, health, al- 
coholism, and high suicide 
rates. 
"How much longer can we 
be :stripped ~ our. self. 
respect and our land?" asks 
George Munroe, vice- 
president Of the Native 
Council of Canada. 
hi a veiled reference to 
Merle military victories in 
1670 under. Louis Riel in  
Manitoba, Munroe said: 
"We do have the capacity to 
fight with .dignity and self. 
respect to gain some of the 
things we are fighting for. 
Alex Aldwemie, president 
o f  the Nations of Warriors, 
said: "We.trusted a political 
system that we didn't un- 
derstand and it i,a~n't 
worked. There is enough 
• anger on reserves to have 
violent confrontations." 
Their warnings prompted 
recollections of 1974 when 
Indians brandishing fire. 
arms took over a govern- 
ment park in Kenora, Ont., 
and other groups -- unarmed 
- -  occupied government 
buildlngsln Ottawa, Calgary 
and Edmonton. 
The council represents 
750,000 Metis, of mixed white 
blood, and 750,000 non-status 
Indians; Neither group is 
covered by federal 
legislation. 
The Nations of Warriors is 
a toesely-knit group that 
receives no government 
assistance. It concentrates 
on helping Indians who have 
become disenchanted with 
the existing political struc- 
ture. 
There are approximately 
300,-000. Indians onmare than 
500 reserves acress Canada. 
Shooting prompts 
an investigation. 
TORONTO (CP) -- An in- said Toronto was shot only 
quest will be held into the after "the house was filled 
death of a gun-wtelding man with teargas and we had no 
shot by Metropolitan Toronto Police on Monday after they other option open to us." 
irlad for more than five Deputy Police Chief Jack 
hours to get him to Ackroyd said Monday that a 
surrender, full Investigation was under 
• Aqulilno Torcato, 50, was way "but It"'a too early at this 
stage to say whether the 
shot in the basement of his shooting was Justified." 
told-town home by Constable 
De~ Clark, a member of the Toronto was the second 
emergency task force, after person shot to death this 
Toronto pointed a gun at the year by Metro. police. 
constable. Another man also was 
Inspector Jim Crawford wounded. 
They are covered by'federal 
legislation. 
The Metis, concentrated in 
the Prairie provinces, have 
long been fighting the 
federal and provincial 
governments over land they 
say was taken from them 
after Manitoba Joined 
Confederation.in :Z870. 
In some eases, Merle lest 
land they already owned, 
Munroe said• Neither the 
provincial nor the federal 
government wants to tackle 
• that thorny issue or take 
responsibility for the Metis, 
he said. 
The federal government 
was supposed to look after 
Indian needs but Akiwenzle 
• said it "robbed the Indian of 
his dignity" by creating a 
welfare state. 
Some reserves have a 90-. 
percent unemployment rate 
,and many Metla com- 
munities have similar 
~roblems, Lack of work has 
roken up families and led to 
excessive drinking,., child 
abuse and suicide. 
"Most of our time is spent 
dancing to the latest bureau. 
cratic song," Munrce said. 
"And we are bound by 10 
pages of bureaucratic rules 
for every dollar we get from 
treasury board." 
"We can't do things on our 
own." 
Aklwenzto said the ab- 
sence of federal assistance 
enables him to "make 
waves" with government 
offlelahi but that has caused 
problems with national 
Indian leaders. ~ • 
• He recently threatened to
tug up the grave of Sir John 
A. Macdonald, the first 
e mlnlater, unless or- 
passes Ieglslailon 
protecting Indian burlal 
grounds. 
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NESS graduation gave elders a chance to dress too 
RED DeT SALE... 
,> 
...... ;1.:~.~ ' . /•  ' -". ' . . ,  ,~,,,=.~:,~,,~',,~-~-;;i*::i'-=: . . . . . . . .  ..' . . . . . .  ; . ; " . .  
SAVE UP TO $5.02 on HALTERS, 
• and T-SHIRTS! 
SAVE U P TO $3.33 onSHORTS;  
._b 
q 
Beat the heat in super little 
T's, shorts and pants! 
All new...all terrific! 
SKEENA MALL ONLY , 
SALE ENDS SAT., jUNE'16 
/' 
T-SHIRTS & HALTERS: 
Reg. price: $5 .99  - $14 .99  
$3.97- $9.97 
SHORTS: 
Reg. price: • $7 .99  - $9 .99  
$5.33- $6.66 
SPOT THE DeT AND SAVE!  
PANTS: 
Reg. price: $14 .99  . $19 .99  
$9.97-$13.33 
Pale 1O. The Herald, T~day ,  June 1;1, 1719 
Oil sands development 
said needed but costly 
~MO~ON (~) - Ca~r ,m~i  market, ,~ i~a~,ha  
canad/a~ will pay $70 a and the remainin~ 33 per osld, is to' allow energy 
barrel for imported nil in IS ceat would have to come exports to earn foreign 
~Jars, i Royal Bank vice- from fQrelsn financial ex~mnp wtth wMch to pay 
IZ'l~__dant predictS.. Monday markets .~ ~ ; s~h debtS. 
at the United Nauoca con- " The fo:eli~ contribution, 
terence on heavy oil. *naBumin~ ~ per eont eqni~, "11de lmpl/u krge-scaie 
To reduce tbe amount ot oil will require r;S billion of energy exports a re  a 
imported at that. price, debt financing, or twice the necnanary . adjunct to 
almost four times . the amount d canada's total Canada's ambitious energy 
ourrmt Montreal price, J.G. combined foxes. ,, program .... 
MoMilinn urged taster borrowlnp today ,  Me- 
.~n~Iopment of Alberta's oil ~ said. "A dog.in.the.manger a~ 
• He noted that many Csua; IX'each limiting exports will JqlS46q~lUe 
But that and other dianawant fore,in c~pltal to have the opposite ffec~ and 
be limited to loans so that almost gnarantos failure in Canadian energy develop- 
meats, besaid, will c~t MOO Canadians will retain full our quest for an abundant 
I/llion over the nest l l  years, ownership of energy dsmmtic supply of oil." 
To raise that huge sum, he projects. 
said, Canadians will have to But, ha Bald, that approach 
attract 11o0 billJouin foreign overlooks the financial 
cap/tal, accept a substantial strain of meeting debt 
degree of foreign ownership repayment obli~ati~. 
of energy projects, and "Debt charges on forel~ 
undertake new large-seals borrowings for energy 
mergy ~perts. peoJects may run at 10 to 11 
Of the necessary 1300 per cent a year and could 
I/Ilion, 1100 billion would go accumulate to almost $37 
to oil, natural ps  and blllinnovertbenextlSye~rs. 
pipeline line projects, the "Foreign ownarchip in a 
rest primarily to electric canadian business need not 
ix)war lZ'O~ects, be any more prejudicial to 
About 45 per cent of the Capadian ownership or 
billion would come from control, over the long term, 
the ener~ industry itself, 22 than is foreign debt" Ma- 
mresntcouldbeaupplladby Millan said. 
- , . - ,  
McMilkn said that he be- 
lieves Canadian banks 
should be able to arrange 
needed omestic and foreign 
funds from private ~uroes 
end that oil sands projects 
can be financed without 
government guarantees. 
The two announced o i l  
sands plants, plus another 
three that couldbe started in 
the next decade, would in- 
valve 1185 bilUou in capital 
and operaltn~ investments 
over the nat  24 years, 
McMlllan said. 
III 
EARNINGS 
Nisgha Elementary Secondary Students )DEe for grad photo for Ken's Photo Studio 
I I I 
Campoau Corp., three 
months ended March 31: 
1979, 13,65g,-000, loss, 71 
cents • a share; 1978,, 
I11,448,000, loss, 44 cents. 
Consolidated Durham 
Mines and Resources Ltd,, 
nine months ended March 
el: 1979, $5~S,O04, 10 cents a 
share; 1978, ;020,355, seven 
cents. 
FlJcai Investments Ltd., 
year endsd Dec. 31: 1978, 
~1,748, 11.~5 a share; 1977, 
t161,474, 6? cents. 
Oakwood Petroleums Ltd., 
year Ended Dec. 31: 1978, 
~38,.~ff, IS cents a share; 
IZl, t;HZ,HH, Z! cents. 
Skyline Hotels Lid, year 
ended DoG, 31i 1978, M,27S, 
loas, no share figures; 1977, 
~1,0~9, loss. 
Wabasso Ltd., 13 weeks 
ended March 31: 1979, 
~ jo0 ,  nine cents a share; 
1978, ~ ,290 ,  loss, 
Wall and Redekop Carp., 
year ended Jan 31: 1979, 
;048,525, 46 cents a share; 
1978, ~92,!41, 38 cants. 
Woodward Stores Ltd., 13 
weeks ended April ~8: 1979, 
$611,316, ~ cents a share; 
1978, 1167,949, less, no share 
.fll~Lre. 
Y ................................. 
Corporate dividends payable July 30, record June 
Mcoday, quarterly unless 26. 
otherwise noted, ConsoUdated Natural Gas 
Bantster Contlnentai Lid., Co., 75 cents, U,8. funde, 
10cents, July16, recerdJune Aug. 15, record Jnly 13. 
Hudson's Bay ate and Gas 28. 
Cadillac Falrvlew Carp Co. Ltd., 50 cents, July 27, 
Ltd., The, correction: 10 record June 30,. 
Cants, July 16, record June 
*+-+++ I oo ,1 reported by the Toronto Stock Exchange on Friday; pfd. A, 91.28 cents, Aug. 15, record July 31. Canadian Pacific Ltd., 80 
cents, semi-annual, an in. 
c rew of 20 cents; July 50, 
record June ~;  7¥~ per cent 
pN., 36.26 cents, semi- 
annual, July 28, record June 
28; four per cent Canadian 
two per cent, equlvaient to30 
cents canadian funds, semi. 
annual; tour per cent United 
Kingdom pfd., two per cent, 
equivalent o 24.55 cents 
Canadian funds; both 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  U.S. 
dollar in terms .of Canadian 
funds at 3:20 p,m," EDT 
Monday was unchanged at 
$1.1752. Pound sterling was 
np 7-10 at ;2.4338. 
In New York, the Canadian 
dollar was unchanged at 
;0.8509, and pound sterling 
was up 3-5 at ~.9710. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
Toronto stock market was 
sharply lower at the close of 
antive trading Monday. 
The TSE 30O index fell 5,27 
to 1,664,92. 
Sharp drops in energy and 
utilities iJsues led the 
decline. 
Volume was 4.97 million 
c~n l~d with 7.85 million 
& ' & & ~  
Among industr ia ls ,  
Falconbridge Nickel A fell 
1~ to W,  Murphy Oil 1% to 
#0½, Hudson's Bay Oil and 
Gu 1¥4 to ~70%, Aharts 
trading Monday on the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange 
with a volume of 4,-318,190 
shares at close. 
Most active was Action 
Resources on the resource 
and development board, 
down ,10 at 11.25 on a t~'- 
nover of 697,730 shures. 
Temagnmi Oil and Gas was 
up ,20 at at 14.20 on 84,200, 
RIo Plata Silver Mines was 
unchanged at .95 on 70,500 
and Nusper.Reecurcas was 
up .02 at .64 on 95,500. Ceraita 
Resources was up .21 at 10,12 
and North South Resources 
III 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
JOOK'S EXOAVATING LTD. 
. Exoavator JRgOOB 
Baokhoe II.F.60 
- " "  638 8354 S l~ McConne l l  " am Twrace ,  B.C.  
For Insights 
V into Insurance 
--Family Protection 
~~- -Mor tgage  !Insurance 
~~- -Bus iness  Insurance ~-,;+;~+;+ ~ . . . . .  . . . .  
~~-- Income rep+lacement : . + 
~~--Regsstered  :Ret!rement:i+ .plannm 
BrianMontgomery 
Representative 
Business A4anu~iL i fe  • Business 
635.9236 The Manufaclu,e,s LJe Insurance Company 635-9236.  
I 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
-OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-1J, 
4438 Lakolsn 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY + CONVENIENCE STORE 
i 
:MR. F IX- IT  
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
3781 Paquette St. Terraoe, B.C.+ 
eh... m,u .  
-+ WILFRED HAGUE 
L;; c , , ,  
- . ,cs, ; ,  ,m 
Custom finishing. Renovatlcoe. Addlticos 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS . 
Box B43 ~ ~  Terraoe, B.0, 
I I  
I 
Ready Mix Concrete,sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patlo Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V, Yard Concrete Mlxer ovallable for rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
• PHONE 635.3935 
, F.J.H. READY MiX 
, . Construction LN i 
/ 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
i 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
• SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
~lff~-~/ DEPOT 
~ a  Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
qe ~ Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat. - -  9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday --  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
46Z! l.akelse 635.4543 
(;I.ACIER 
L ~.~.~.~.% 4418 Legion Avenue 
A .~'~ Terrace, B.C. 
A Complete  G lass  and, 
A luminum Serv ice  
,~ . , ,  
Cleaners Ltd 
• ' ' FOR THE BEST  IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Min i  Marl  
(Next  to Mr .  Mikes)  
. Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential.. Industrial • Specializing Gas FAiling 
• ,and Sheet Metal ShOp , 
+ Charlie Belanger 
!I"++~j+++~I;:PL UMB'  NG & H EAT ING L TD.  +' ' .+" i~  ' i +:'~ 
"Unique Bathroom Boutique" 
4436 LAKELSE AVENUE 
EnariD, ISA to ~TA and 
Texaco Canada I to ;69, 
General Motors rose I% to 
M0~, Asbestos Corp. I% to 
~0%, B.C. Forest Products 
Is/, to I~,  Canada Packers 1
to 1ff7% and Comtoco % to 
Ia7'/,. 
Denlaou Minm wu down 
% to I14~, Crater Asbestos 
% to I11% and Campbell Red 
Lake Mines I/4 to 128~4, 
Mclntyre Mines was up ½ to 
MI and Sherrtti Gordon ~'4 to 
110. 
Chieftain Development 
lost % to $9S, Trinity 
Rcemu~s ½ to 17½ and 
h ie  Pete ½ to IIS½, 
l~er  Oil Canada gained Y4 
to $S'P/. end Sulpetro Ltd. B 
V, to rts, 
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
Prism were dawn in active 
was unchanged at ~1.O0, 
On the curb exchange, 
Kerry Mining was un- 
changed at .23 on 500,700 
shares and Amerlean 
Fluorite was up .IS at ;I,U 
on 424,700. IPnrrah ]Resource 
Win'rants wan unchanged at 
,011.2 on 128,323 and Jet.Star 
Resources was up .16 at ILO0 
on St,e00. Farrah Resources 
was down ,O0 at 11,67 and 
Phoenix Electric wee up ,04 
at 36, 
Grouse Mountain led 
traders in the indnatrtalJ, 
unchanged at ,O0 on S,0O0 
shares, Hal Reach 8tudice 
was up ,I0 at $4,16 on a,701, 
Austin Investment wnaup .IS 
at ,O0 on S,0O0 and Ardiem 
Industrial was up ,02 at ,29. 
Goldaie Inveatment-A was 
unchanged at 14.66 and 
Potter Dlstlllers-A was 
unchanged at $I,O0, 
VAN'S C.ONTRAOTING 
*. , Furniture Repair ,. 
~ Restorations, Hope Chests 
~Custom Made.Furniture Refinishin 
~ General :u31:in;5C;~tracting 
P.O. Box 534 PHON E 635:9319 
TE R RACE, B.C. VOG 4B5 OR 635.9320 
Instill & Sei'vice Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces . .  
MAR CO UX Offices.' Custom I
finishing & homes, Fireplaces |l 
remodelling • General Carpentry 
636-2369 
6.3916 Mountainvlew Ave., Terra,.:e 
D & A JANITOR SER¥10E 
Rug cleaning by hot water extraction 
2 rooms & hallway. S70 -most houses 
FREE ESTIMATES 
635-6622 4732 Ilalliwdl 
SMALL APPLIANCES. LAWN MOWERS . 
• RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
.COIl BILL or DALE, 3943 Mounfainvlow 
650.1211 or 635.3947 Terrace, 6.C. 
I 
2610 Kalum St. Terraoe 635-2838 
- -  i 
i 
I ' Pro.Taoh Eleotronloe Engineering m~ 
J SE RV ING TERRACE & K IT IMAT 
J We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
| Appltsn©os Including Microwave | ' .a  s I | Warranty Depot J i  H 
I hnyo seundedgne Kenwead, Admiral 
| Morse Electrophbnlc 
Hammond Certified Technician 
J 31M KALUM 635.5134 PHONE 638.|46 n 
Cal l  usat  635 .6357 9 to 5 
I I I 
ttlni 
.SH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
I 
I 
J i I" 
polar Gas engineers check• data (above) 
the Arctic Circle. 
while (below) Survey vehicles move out onto the ice inside 
T 
Sex discrimination still 
criminatlo~ is still rampa~t 
persists in mostplaces 
PARIS (CP) - -  Sex tat~s- vague and . said' little maternity-leave benefits, 
flnsacinl incentive xists to and ending discrimination 
encourage employers to against women ,in hiring, in major industrial counh-les 
despite many attempts to comply with the laws. Promotions and access to on- 
further equality for women, The book-length document the-job training. 
says a recent report by the also faulted Canadian era- Social security systems, 
International Organization players for not providing originally based on the 
for Economic Cooperation more child.care facilities, assumption that men were OPTIONS REBATE and Development. As of 1975, about 60 per the sole bread winners of the 
In general, women are still cent of working-age women family, should t,e changed to 
under -pa id ,  under -  in Canada were in the lnbor acknowledge women's in- 
employed, hear more than force, compared with a high creasing activity in the labor 
their fair share of unem- of 68 per cent in Sweden and force, it said. 
• plOyment problems and are a low of 31 per cent in Italy As well, unions should 
discriminated against in and Greece, the report said. press harder for an end to 
peminnaandotherkcysocial Suggestions in the report discrimination against 
services, ays the 24-country included: making the women in the work force and 
OECD, which includes, provision of child-care experiments with flexible 
Canada. facilities a top priority, working hours, such as those 
AS a result, "human re- revamping education sys- in Soandanavian co~triea, 
sources are being wasted in terns to end sex stereotyping should be encouraged so that 
way in which few other e, and encouraging women to both men and women are 
sources are wasted in an el- branch out into a wider better able to co-ordinate Make your best deal on any 1979 
fie•eat industrial society." range of disciplines and careers and parenthood, the 
OECD countries are occupations, liberalizing report said. Scoot In stock- and get 10% back on 
failing to deal with the un- 
precedented influx of all factory-installed options, through, 
women, par t i cu la r ly  friends fOrlife elm -~~"~~~ '~ ~ / married women, into the . 
labor force. 
The report was writtm by 
the organization's working . The Canadian Red Cross Society i 
party on therole o~ women in Buy the Scout model you wont from o wide 
the economy. Sylvn Gelher inventory, and International will send you a 
of Toronto, a feminist and rebate check for 10% of the s#lcker price on every 
labor-force expert, was factory-installedoption. Sohurryon in. 
chairman for a number of This offer is good only if you purchase and take 
months. 
Despite laws barring delivery of a new 1979Scout by July 15. 
hiring and pay • ' 
discrimination, women are 
still ending up on the bottom _ i _•  
rungs of the employment IH ladder, the reports ays. Much of the problem, 
comes from education INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 
systems that continue .to CANADA 
stereotype women and fall to 
encourage them to enter TERRACE INTERNATIONAL ~aditionally- ale fields. 
Enise Leeoultro, a con- 
tributor to the report, said in 
an interview thatCana'da is a 5020 Hwy, 16 W. 635 7211 
"progressive country" on 
women's luues. Bush Ear l  Stu Crouse 
But the report calls Bus. 638.8210 Bus. 638-6210 
Canadian anti- Home 635-6908 Home 635.4293 
discriminatory pay. laws 
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F AA said at fault, , 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- i~ocodurea, Representative of the information •made 
The chairman of a U.S. John Burton (Dem. Ca,L) available to us and we will 
House of Reprnsentatives said the agency's "yo-yo-likn not be hesitant to take 
subcommittee said today the activities have'not inspired whatever actions are 
Federa l  Aviation Ad- confidence." warranted as Informatioo 
ministration "exposed pas. 
sengers and crew members The FAA three times comes to llght in t~,~future," said FAA administrator 
to .potential danger" by requiredU.S.-rogisteredDC- Langhorne Bond, the. first 
allowing DC-10 jet••nets to 10s to undergo inspections wilneu'hefm'e me suucom- 
continue flying after the before finally suspending the 
Chicago crash which killed design certificate of all DC- ~Bu~d ma-~!dthe is ' r -  
375 persons. 10s last Wednesday. •orbed a i r~e 
As the subcommittee "We have not been mechanics, not FAA per- 
opened hearings into the hesitant to take those actions sonnel, make the required 
FAA 's  cer t i f i ca t ion  merited by our assespment inspections. 
PEDIGREED 
USEB CARS 
HIgH •HE lOP ggG OF cggRgi 
1974 TOYOTA LAHD ORUISER ' 
" 'w"° ' °°"  $4996  melee  •o  •0  ~eooOooeoooooeoeooo•ooeoooee~O~oeeeoeeeooooeoooeooe, e• |  ~ . ' 
1978 FORD F600 3 Ton 
• $10,996 only 12,000 miles o o e o o e e •  e o o o e e o e •  • o o o e e o e e  •e•  eeoc•  • • • • . • • ••eo  co•coo  'o•oeeo  • 
!1978 PONTIAI) ASTRE ~"~; $2496 • . 
ooeoeomooe 4oee  as•  •o  co  04  oboe  eooe  00  • • 
n 
• •o  obese  • •e  • eo  •ooooe•o•••  •o  ••  
,% 
1978 OAMARO ."/::~:. 
. $6995 
1977 MALIBU CLASSIC 
2 door, V.8 Auto, Stereo. 
DO 00  • •e  O••o  • • D e e e o e e o e e O e o o o o e •  • lea  • • • • • e e l • c o o •  •e  eeo  0o00 • .... $4995 
1973 6RAN TORINO 
OIU~O . . . . . . .  -~..~; :~ '0  . . . . .  ~,,,: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . .  
1974 BLAZER 4x4 
V8 automatic irons, P.S., P.B. 
0•eeo  • • oeoe  eooeeeee  • • •••  • ••eoeeoooeeDeeu|eooeo•eooieoee•oee eee  • $§205 
1978 PONTIAi) 6RAND PRIX, 
V-O Auto, P.S., P.B., Stereo, Cruise. $6595 
• • • • eeeeeeooeo  eeee•eoeeoooeeee 
1972 DODGE VAN 
Va, automatic 
l e ' l , •  •eD•,e=oe••  i•  | i l l • • • e e o c • •  • • oo  e e e o e • e e e • e e o e o • • • e e o o • o e e  $2395 
1975 BUICK APOLLO 
,eeoe leo le  ee  • • le  • • • • • oeooe  • • • eo  sea  eo  cocoas  • rebec  eoeeeeee le  
1977 B210DATSUN HATOHD'Ai)K 
$379§ 0 • • oeo  e e • • oe  • • e ee  e eom e oe  ooe  • o e re  e • oooeooe  ee  • coo  • eooooe  oooe  • oe  • 
LEASING. . _ .  
An Alternative to Pr.ivate Ownership 
Advantages Include. 
No Capital Investment. 
Budgeted Transportatnon Costs ' 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
. Convenience 
Possible T~ Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODA~, 
sPoon J, 
1967 DUll)K WILDOAT enn= 
V8, auto .............................................. .~UUU 
. . . .  
rra te rd 
Sales Ltd. 
., 4031 Keilh ' 
' 0364004 
r 
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That blank box above is reaUy'a one-lnch ad. It's a full eolumn wide and it's 
. "- . .... . ,. ii . .( .* " one Inch deep; Ord lnar~ it would conttdn a message for our readers and 
wouldn't look quite as lonely as it does on this page. And  It is that message that 
cha~es  the little space tnto the BIG INCH. . • 
-~ ~ Here  i sbow it works. ' ' ,. 
W.e~il pu.t your message in that space for ;~.88 or less. Then we'll reproduce it 
a re  .~LStrlDuto it 9,500 times with each issuo of the Tuesday DALLY HI, RAID . . . . . . . . . . . .  
of ~ ,~pr lnL  Tbat's more noWSl~t ' thah thei'e i~t~ all the l~iges Of this issue . . . . . . . . .  
you re reading. . 
But that's not all, 
If.you were to mail your message through the post office, it would cost you 
$1,615 JUst for stamps. The DAILY HERALD does this for you for ml]y ~,88 or 
less. That is the sort of bargain most people (rely dream about gettln~. 
And it's what makUs that lonely Uttis box into the BIG INCH. • 
Call the DAILY HERALD at 635-6357 and let us deliver your message In the 
'BIG INCH. It's' the most efficient and economical way to let the people of ~ ~ • - 
~keana know you have wares or services they can use, 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
P 
635-6357 3212 Kalum St. 
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Language law'case is 
delving into origins 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A which is the backbone ofthe 
lawyer fo~ the Manitoba Parti Quebecnis uim of 
government was invited on. making Quebec a politieally- 
bImday tolook ot the history independent l~rencbepeek. 
behind the passing of the ing state. . . 
BHti~NorthAmerlcawhich The taw as it a~xects he 
made Canada nation, courts and the quebec 
A. Kerr Twaddle was 
advancing Manitoba 
arguments before the 
Supreme Court ~f Canada in 
favor of Quebec laws to 
make French the official 
judicial and p~.Itamen.tur~. 
language when ne recmvco 
the invitation from Chief 
Justice Bora Laskin. 
Twaddle arguedthat the 
BNA Act is not a guarantee 
~t minority language rights 
for the English in Quebe~ nor 
the French in Manitoba. 
Lankin then asked the 
t~eW~%"to t kea peek" at 
grotmd ebates and 
literature of Confederation. 
Twaddle said a section ef 
the BNA Act ~ivlng minority 
language rights in. the two. 
provinces was "only a t"nderway on, the:QCl ~SHet~sa~d t~'seeti°~ wan of the c°nstituti°n fthepro.vla~ ~not o{ Canada, 
i ' ana .coma ue amended by 
pasemg'of' laws ,hy the 
"i:i ' ' legislalures without the 
by Chick Cldlderhone ,With such positive results as encouragement, consent of the federal 
the  decision was taken to continue the Great government. 
Central fertilization experiment andto broaden 
the program to include other nutrient-deficient 
lakes. Four-other' .Vancouver Island lnkes- 
Henderson, Hobition, mohan and Kennedy - as. 
well as Long Lake, north of Po~well River on the 
mainland, are now subject o enrichment. 
• Mshun Lake is being done in cooperation With 
• the B. C. Fish and Wildlife Branch. Unlike the ot- 
her four lakes it is being fertilized by beat. The 
effort here is to increase the numbers of kolutnee 
, landlocked Sockcye,-in Mobun Lake. 
The fertilizer is mixed with water in campbell 
River and trucked to Mohtm Lake where it is 
distributed in the wake of a' so, ring boat. 
The larger four lakes are less accessible. The 
logistical problems of trucking bags of fertilizer 
to these lakes, of providing adequatestorage for 
it, of mixing it and, finally, the frequent boat 
hips required to carry out the weekly treatment, 
prompted the planners to try aerial application. 
• Co•air, of Abbotoford, was chosen for.the job. 
~eavy rainfall portions of British Columbia, the Since the company's business is crop spraying 
ekes can be nutrient deficient, and forest fire bombing, it was. an obvious 
• : choice. . ' 
Nutrients arrive in runoff waters from:a lake's .........  ...... ~ , ~ .  . . . . .  , .... + . .,_ 
Ir ~ eers: t ' + cargo-urans D~- 
lent ._owth d e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-~- " ammonium phosphate and nitrate plus educes the nutrients that wash into the lakes. " 
8olne rough 
~d the real guarantee for 
minority language rights is 
in the federal, power to. 
disallow provincial laws. 
Although the disallowance 
power is a dead issue now, he 
said it eonid hevo been used 
in the early years ~ Con- 
"federation. 
-Twaddle said any 
province, such as Ontario r 
British Columbia, Ires the 
power to change the 
language of its courts and 
legislatures. He noted that 
New Brunswick recently + 
pro~imed Itae~ bLUngnal 
and there in no doubt hat it 
possessed powem to do so. 
The reverse also was true 
and Quebec ould proclaim 
itself uniltoipml, he argued. 
The small Supreme Court 
room was crowded an 
Queboc opened defence ofits. 
leaguagelaws "the Charter 
of the French Language 
YOU CAb" 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
The entire family reads i~ 
And, why not? There's 
• something for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
the Daily Herald 
Whether you're buying, 
selling, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
services, you're sure to ge 
quick results from the 
classified pages! 
assemb~ was challenged by 
four Montreal lawyers, The 
Superior Court and the 
Quebec Court of Appeal 
.agree. that the laws were 
~eyond the powers o~ me 
Quebec a.~mbly and shuck 
them down. 
• However, they remain in 
effect pending the outcome 
of Quebec's appeal to the 
Supreme Court. 
Jean Samson, arguing the 
Quebec ase, atso-said the 
BNA Act clearly set out the 
division of powers und 
allowed +the provinces 
Jurisdiction over local 
matters, including language. 
He said the act defined 
language ao a provincial 
matter. 
! 
SPORTS 
o ,  
Reporter •' photographer 
. REQUIRED 
.. by the Daily Herald I 
This is an opportunity for • young men or Woman who knows l 
the local sports scene'to become • reperter.pbetograpber. A; ~ 
knowledge of local sports Is essential and tbe ambition to cover t 
local sports and learn, the desk.work Involved in Miring •ml  
lay ing out pages. + " 
a week h.om May through October the 
zrlmeval quiet of western Vancouver Island is 
dasted by the .unexpected' roar of aircraft 
mgines as a DC+%B clears the far northern 
~dge then dives to skim the chill rippled waters 
I Great central Lake. From behind the silver 
ransport plane sprouts a. trailing plume of 
~ray. 
The trailing cloud is fertilizer. The a~-lal drop 
s part of an experiment to 'enhance' the lake as 
t nursery area for sockeye salmon fry. 
Great Central, 20km west of Port Alberui, is in 
eany ways a typical rainceast lake. It is long, 
re'row and deep. It has no beaches. Instead, 
,toep forestod hills begin at the water's edge and 
0t~nd outward to form an undulation horizon of 
L~rkes t greon. 
A~mflar experimental program is starting on 
L Similar lake on the queen Charlotte Islands. 
Such lakes are deep and clear and have high 
,,oneeatratione of dissolved oxygen. But in the 
essential trace, elements - is mixed with water 
and held in outdoor storage tanks. From here it 
is pumped irectly into the cargo tanks, of the 
btreraft park~l nearby. 
The deliveries of the fertilizer to the four 
coastal lakes are made from Abbotsford Airport. 
Ralph Boulton, captain of the delivery ship, does 
not regard his job as dangerous. 
He adihits that had weather can be a problem 
but esys: "With a lake as big as Great Central, 
as long as the clouds are off the hills there's 
usually room to maneuver underneath., 
The lakes chosen for experimental fertilization 
vary in physical characteristics and biological 
activity. Hbnderson Lake, for instance, has a 
bottom layer of salt water that is iacldng in 
oxygen, Some of the lakes have diverse food 
chains while others upport few plant and animal 
communities. 
While it is true that enrichment oflakes is still 
in the experimental stage, fisheries managers 
hope to use the technique as another tool of the 
Salmonid Enhancement Program(SEP). 
The SEP is a 15-year, multi-million dollar 
effort of the federal fisheries department to 
restore the salmon stocks of British Columbia to 
thelrpre.19001evels of abundance. The program 
involves the construction of  hatcheries, 
spawning channels and flshways; incobatinn 
units and stream-flow eontrol works. 
Compared to these, lake enrichment is simple.' 
Fertilizer is cheap, it causes no permanent 
change in the environment, requires no staff and 
results in hundreds'of thousands more sockeye 
for the commercial fishery. 
For instance, while costs of the fertilization of 
Great Central Lake totalled about $100,000 in
1978, the commercial fishery in Barkley Sound 
• harvested some ~ million worth of sockeye, 
most of which originated in Great Central. 
Though it's true only some soekeys nursery 
lakes can benefit from fertilizing, the technique 
is the bargain of the decade. 
Editor's note; AlChou~ this article seems 
eesentlally ine~al, as f ir  as it goes, we would 
like to add some infurmetioa. 
increasl~g the stocks of  sockeye simon 
returning through the Albernl Inlet and the fiver 
system to Great Central Lake has affected 
anMher fishery. The increased numbers of 
sockeye have meant an increased net fishery and 
the destruc#on f the already reduced summer 
steelhead trout run. 
While summer-run steeiheed are 8 fish fur 
sports fishermen, and only (he best of thooe 
catch steelhond, the destrmtlun ofthese fish was 
one coneequeace of the enhancement of im other 
fislmW. 
Although gameflsh are often the dominant 
pecins fo0nd in these ollgotropide lakes, due to 
be lack of nutrients not many fish of any kind 
re apt to be found. .  • 
This is true for [he sockeye ealmon+. ' A 
eculiarity of this species i  that the young must 
pend one or more years, feedingand growing, in 
freshwater lake before they migrate to the 
Ceall. 
The young sockeye prey on zooplaakton, 
derescopic animals, that feed on still small~ 
lant lifeforms known as phyto~anktou. 
These tiny plants float• in the mmlit surface 
aien and form the base of one of t,~e food webs. 
l~ey require light and dissolv(~l nutrients to 
row and multiply. If the minerals and other 
1sic nutrients are in short supply, every living 
~anism in the chain is diminished. 
Ten years ago federal fisheries department 
,~onflsts a t  the Pacific Biological Station, 
Inaimo, + decided toteat-the hypothesis that 
lding chemical fertilizers to a nutrient. 
~flcient lake could increase its production of 
• .keye. Great Central was known to be inciting 
nutrients and had been relatively un- 
'oduci/ve of salmon. 
The 1989 season was spent gathering baseline 
formation of Great Central Lake. Then, for 
ur successive years beginning in 1970, the lake 
~eived a weekly five-ton dosage of fertilizer. 
be dissolved fertilizer was released inthe wake 
'a boat ravelling at eight knots. It went on for 
I wesks for a total o/;100 tons per season, 
The results exceeded the scientists' most 
)timistic hopes. Prior to fertilization, annual 
~turus of adult sockeye to Great Central Lake 
id averaged about 50,000 fish. By 1977 when 
lults who had benefited from fourth year o| 
ke fertilization had mktured, the returns of 
• .keye to Great Central .Lake fertilization had 
~tured, the rehirus of sockeye to Great Central 
ake were estimated tobe 400,000 fish. The next 
mP the returns dropped ramatically to175,000. 
heso sockeye had reared in the lake during 1975 
!ter the fertillzati~ plot program had stopped. 
Fisheries biologists are well aware that man's 
torventlons in nature often appear to succeed 
; first, only to fail later as unforeseeable 
)mplications arise. For this reason the water 
uflity of Great Central Lake was carefully 
Lonltored throughc~:~ the four-year period. ' 
It was found that soluble nutrients added in 
nail amounts and on a frequent basis are an- 
rely taken up by the plankton within a few 
mrs of application. In fact, moat of the fet- 
te r  is absorbed within a few minutes. 
Despite the increase in microscopic plant life, 
) blooms or noxious algae have occurred. 
Dmporary changes In water clarity duo to the 
crease microorganisms have been noted but 
Le changes do not persist when the fertilization 
stopped. It appears that artificial em'lclunont 
m not cause irreversible change., 
A driver's Iiconce and transportation la required. Salary to be 
determined by previous experience. Apply at the Daily HersM 
af ter  noon .  
Oall 636-6367 
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TERRAGE DRUGS LTD. 
3207 Kalum 635-7274 
Vitamins 
and 
roy,, 
, I 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Inoerften. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sortlons Sl.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Abselutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 par 
Insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
83.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
i~bllcatlon day. 
SUBSCRIPTION RA1;ES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1,19711 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
ByMa. 
By Mall 
By Mall 
Senior Citizen 
20c 
mth 3.00 
year 33.00 
3 mth lS.00 
6 mth 25.00 
year 45.00 
year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace'& District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate hesdlngs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
deturmlne page'locatlon. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement. 
and to retain any answers 
dlreoted to the Herald. Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the edvertlsement and 
box rental. 
Box roplles on "Hold" 
Instructions not plcked up 
wlthln 10days of explry of an 
advertlsement wlll be 
• polntment. destroyed unless mailing an=~a~-A, nDe'A'rUl&l# " -
lestructlons are rec(~Ived . . . . . .  n . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  " & RELAXING EXERCISES /nose answering uox . . . _  , _ _ . 
Numbers are requested not ?ee~°oo;V~ ry_ Monaay at- 
T l -2pm 
to send orlglnals of V.D. CLINIC " " 
documents to avoid less. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlcetlm. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of thel 
Herald In the event of failure I 
to publish an advertisement; 
or In the event of an.~arror 
appearing In ~'the ad.' 
vertlsemen~ ~ as pu'l~ll~hed 
shall be limited to the. 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publlcatlon Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WiTH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service chargt of aS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques.. 
~VEDDiNG DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
115.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement pertlon of the advertising 
pictures. News of weddings Sl~ace occupied by the In- 
(write-ups) received one , correct or omitted Item only, 
month or more after event .and that there shall be no 
810.00 charge, with or liability to any event greater 
without picture. Sublect to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dopt 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the Brltls~ 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, rellglen, sex, 
color, natlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hls age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
DO you feel you have a: 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available I 
Phone ~35.S~3~ 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. Un i ted  
Weight Watchers meeting' 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church: 
Hall, 4907 Lezelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE Church.. 
Skeena Centre offers to tht Mon. 8 p.m. • Alanon • 
Senior Citizens of the Skeane Health Unit. 
Terrace and Thornhlll area Thurs. or Sat. 8:20p.m. Milb 
the following services: M~morlal Hospital. (nc.ffn) 
- Activity Centre for hart -- ' 
dlcrafts Birthright Office 
Day ca~ e for working Alternative to Abortion 
people. 3-4621 Lakelea • 635;3907 
- Drep-in for companslonshlp Wednesday I p.m. -' 3 p.m. 
& coffee, and 4 p.m. - 5 p;m'. 'or phone 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. anytime: Usa 635,31~4, 
,Transportation available. Carol 638.5134 (nc:-ffn) 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
6~-3248. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for denatloos of any 
old, broken or used pieces o~ 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could usd 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try, 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Rape Relict 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6354388 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call Birthright for en 
alternative to abortion 
Phone 632.4682 anytime 
,Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
MILLS MEMORIAL  
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorlal Hospital 
Auxiliary would oppreclatu 
any donations of good, clean 
clothlng, any household 
Items, toys etc. for thelr 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635-$233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays betwesn 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary, School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
palntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
IPRENATAL CLAS~ES 
'Classes are held ~#ughout 
the year at Init ials for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit f(~r details 
and registration..!.., 
HOME NURSINGCARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
• Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old chl dren. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
INCHES AWAY CLUB . 
Meet every Tuesday night" at 
0 In the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Informatlen phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:30 
p .m. - -Un i ted Church 
,basement, Kltlmat. 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
r~ANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grleg Avenue: 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or communlty health*nurse. 
638-1155. 
lONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning fot~ 
these eligible for Long Term'. 
Care. 
'AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance' 
for vecatlonal and social 
rehabil i tation done by 
~onsultant. ': 
Kitlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telophoffe" 
632-3713. 
MEETING~; 
:Monday. Step M,d~!ngs. 
8:30 p.m. Lufherah'Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p,m. Skeena Health Unlt,~ 
Kltlmat General Hospital.; 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesdey~ 
.8:00 p.m. United Church ~ 
NOTICE 
to all I.W.A. members In 
good standing. Those 
members not being able to 
vote with their sub-locals 
may vote in the I.W.A. Of. 
rice, Room 12, Terrace 
Hotel, between the hours of 1 
and 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday inclusive until June 
12, 1979. (nc-12J) 
i , , 
TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 
EVENTS 
June 17.Gymkhena. En- 
tries start st 11:33, events to 
begin at 12:30 sharp. 
June 24-Junior Horse Show 
and Queen Contest. 9 a.m., 
entries available at 
Yellowhead Hay and Grain 
or by phoning 638.12938ftor 6 
p.m. Ken of Ken's Studio will 
be there to take photos of 
anyone wishing studio type 
plctures. Deadline for en- 
h'les June 20~. Both these 
events will take place at the 
Saddle Club grounds. ]nfo- 
638.1293after 6.(NC-22.June) 
Want to be In a play? 
Want to help out backstage? 
A casting meeting will be 
held at the Terrace Little 
Theatre Kalum Strest on 
Nkxlday, June 18111 at 7:30 
p.m. for people Interested In 
an October production of 
"Hey Naked Lab~y '', New 
members most-welcome. 
Time for a different ex. 
parlance. (NC.18Juna) 
! 
Terrace Kinsmen Annual Memorial services for the Wanted: Someone to. ac- 2 bedl'oom home On 5 acres 
Boergarden Saturday, June late Mary Cote to be.held at Chotlonglng Posltlen Manager Stenefor The Bank - company.on drive'to Vernon on the bench. Asking ;48,500. 
30, 1979, 3 p.m. to l l  p.m. the Cathollc Church Tuesday , ~]~ 
Dance to Dlsco Muslc, Ad. evenlng June 12, 1979. ofMontrsal. Requlremants: around the 10th of July. one 635-4453. (Ct~-25-S- 
mlselon $2.50 per person, Funeral wlll be held at the Grade 12, 1-2 years ex- Phone 635-4482. (cS-15J) 
refreshments avallaHe. Cathollc Church Wednesday perlence or Bualness Power play car stereo FM House and lot for sale l)y 
(NC-29June) *. June 13, 1979 at 2 p.m. (Cl- dlplome. 50 W.P.M., dlc- cassette deck. 12 watts per owner. 1200 sq. ft. fully 
- • taphone" prefered. Mature, channel. Sacrlflce S120.00 carpeted ul~talrs. Partially 
Craft Falr In Prlnce Rupert 12June) pleeslng personality, able to OBO, worth $250.00 new. completed basement. Four 
Sea Fest Week End of Juno 
23.24.79. Place: Sons of 
meet the public.. Phone. Phone 638-1716. (P10-12June) bedrooms. Natural gas 
Leslie 638-1131 for ap- " • Mating. Located on quiet 
Norway Hall 119 5th Avenue polntment. (C4.1SJune) For sale 20 Inch color T.V. street off Graham Ave. Near 
East. saturday & Sunday In loving memory of my . ,  , , Excellent condition, $299.00. elementary schools and 
from 12 p.m. to g p.m. In. m()ther Mrs. Constance ' , : :lhGmas Organ with am. hospital. Large lot 100'xM'. 
terested people phone 624- Lofeuclo, to whom all knew LOCAL ESTABLISHED pllfler. New Chrome & vinyl For Information phone 635- 
S'/06 or write 339 Sth Avenue . arm chairs. 4 foot x 3 foot 100 2814. (c3-13J) 
.West Prince Rupert. Aft: and railed morn. She died CONTRACTING " per rent wool carpet, ~99.00. Forsale byowner 12~sq.ft. 
Krlston Miller (NC.21June) ~ wayJUneand11' pleasant1968" HerfaceSmlllngare a requlresCOMPANYan account~" '4 tuot x 3 foot oriental style 3 bedroom home. Nice kit- 
carpet, $128.00..Phone 635- chen& dining area. 2 fire Terrace Church of God. IS pleesureto~'ecall. Shehada payable person. Ap 7686. (P5-14June) 
opening a private school kindly word for each and pllcant must be mature . places one op one dawn In 
called "Terrace Christian' died beloved by all. responsible, have con.. L#rge wood cook stove In large finished rec. room. 
Academy" beginning Sap. Someday w~ hope to meet structlon experience and' good condition. Asking 8250. Double driveway.. Ful ly'  
lumber 1979. Grades Kin. her, someday we know not a thorough knowledge of. 'Phone 635-2485 after 6 p.m. landscaped yard front & 
dergarten to grade 12 In. when. To clasp her hand In all office procedures.il (CS,12June) beck with fully fenced beck 
clusive.l~eformatusodwlll befterlandandnevertopart Please apply In writing] ' yard & storage shed. Stove,; 
be the accelerated-Christian again. Including a complete, I Acorn fire place. Asking frldge. & drapes Included. 
Education. Anyone desiring As ever, your daughter resume to: I 13(X).00. Phone 635.2943 after Asking price 162,000. Can be 
Information please call Edith Trelenberg. (CI. Bo)~119511 5p.m. (P1-12June) seen at 4716 Halllwell or 
Robert L. White at 638.1561 12June) Terrace Herald: '~. phone 635.2469 for ap- 
or write In care of Box 31 Terrace, B.C.! 4 Concord Deserter tires on polntment to view. In- 
Terrace B.C. VSG 4A2. (NC. white spoke rims.IS Inch. 6 toreeted parties only. (PI0- 
30 June) stud.rite 4x4's. 633-3163. (PS. 14June) 
M.eum 
during May. and June a rare 30, FURNITURE 
(Ctfn.01.06-79). 
J , 
On the spot cash for you, : : 12June) House for sale: we]] con- 
collection of ~oto~'apho by furniture, appliances, an ~" st~eted, ~ finkhed, S i 
pioneer woman Mettle ttquss. We buy and sell For  ~ale radial arm saw~ I)edroom. 1296 aq. ft., l 
Gunterman.Comeands]mre onythlng, of value. Consign ~& APPLIANCES Phone 635-4059. (C4-15June) Franklin rLreplaee, Ensuite. 
Matfle's refreshing views of your car, truck, boat, bikes p lumbins .  F in i shed  • 
or what have ybu to THE Acorn fire place. Asking. For sale: One Elderbrook 6 basement with 4th bedroom. 
life at Arrow Lake, 8.C. NEXT AUCTION SALE,. 8300.00. Phone 635.2943 after peck Manifold with carlos & C]o~etesehoola--hosp[te]. 4:1
from 1890-1920. Museu~ TERRACE AUCTION! 5p.m. (P1-12June) Ilnkage. 302Ferd4.speedT. yrs. old. For more In-  
10 Borg.Warner. Brand now formation please call hours 12-5, Friday 12-8, MART, ~, I  Apeley, Phone 2 " repossessed vbccum 1979 Suzuki. Rm. 125. ~819. (P20-1~) 
elmed Sunday & Monday. LlS4172.Wehavethebuyers. cleaners. Never been used. Sacreflce at $1,400. Phone 
(NC-293une) Open every day for retail Offers. ~5-7207. (CS.13June) 638-8327 after 6 p.m. (PS- For Sale by Owner: 3 Ixlrm. Garage sale.Grads of '69 are sales.. (CTM.6-14-79) 
having a garage sale on 18June) house. Close to schools. 
Saturday, June 33from/10 14; BUSINESS • SPOT~S,  200xa01ot, targeltvlngroom, 
until 4 at 3312 Pheasant ' .... 26 Inch color TV, frldge, 
• Street. .. PERSONAL : ..... for . . . . .  stove. Owner leaving town. 
-- Your old furniture, guns Take reasonable offer .  
SKEENA COLORS For sale One 65-1HC M~I  --what have you. We buy Phono 635-4740. (p10.14J) 
Terraca-Greds of '69. 1800 Tandem rebuilt molor- sell - swap - trade. 
Reunion. Any non.grad In. Reslclentlal • S~00. One 68 Rnmber Hard QUEESNWAY 11808q. ft. 3 B.R. log home on , 
terested In attending the Commercial Painting TOP. running condltlon4275. TRADING 5.39 acres. 5 minutes from 
reunion dance on Saturday, One 73 Ford V~ ton, 4 speed. ~15 Kalum St. ~Nn. Asking $68,0~0. Phone 
Augu.st 4th please call Phone &11-11~ One 74 Dodge colt. Rambar Ph.L~t.1613 635.7840 for appointment o 
Dabble at 635.9602 or Barb at (a14) & Ford parts. Phone 635- (atfn.35-S.79) view. (cffn.2-06.79) 
638-8450. (NC.12,19June) GEMINI EXCAVATING 3566. 34. FOR RENT Garage sale June ~th & 16111, For sale by owner, with low 
down payment. ~aller w~h ~ The Terrace Dance LTD. 10 a.mi to '4 p.m. Items for  
Association will be holding e . (Wen Andrews) ~ Ule: Itousehold~l~l~llances, ~ I S~, lal'ge, addition. L~r~dSCar "~d 
5 day* Summer School on BockhneWork~: '~ household furnltor*; :'IV's, '~ iM~bot ,~h; f l l~ l  ~i~/h. 
August 13-17, 1979 at the Hourly & Contract toys, leather ,:oats, garage For rent: boat trailer Ofhor buildings, clear title. 
Northwest Regional College LLS.,1479 anytime tools, records, tapes etc. at benches up to 30 footer. Phone 638-.rd38. (P~-15June) 
In Terrace. The guest In. (AM.6-6-79) 3955 McNeil Street, Copper Phone ~2-6X10. (Affn-1-6-79) 
structor will be Shella INSIST ONTHEBEST Mountain Sub. acruss from t. 3 bedroomhome. Wall to 
38'WANTED MISC; Marshall of Victoria, B.C. he Thornhlll Motel, Highway wall carpet. Full basement. Phone 635-2671 after 6 p.m. 
Three classes will be of- Concrete septic tanks in 16E. (C0-1SJune) (P20.10July) 
fared; Ballet, Acrobatlcand stock. Get relief with a Needed rldolnlo town v~eek- 
Modern Jazz. The fee Is . concrete Investment. ATTENTIONI 
SIS.00 for the 5 days and ATTENTIONI days'betweon 8:15 and 8:45. 
participants may take one or Schmlfty's Excavating ATTENTIONI Live 'on Old Lakelse near 
all of the classes for the , i iSnt~ Do you have articles net In ' Apex Red & White. Wlll pay 
some fee. Registrations will (AM-&&79) mei too good to threw away for gas. Phone 638-1753 after Matm'e male with dog, needs 
be taken until, June 18, 1979 I and yet not enough to hold a 5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn-stf) boarding room or smaU suite 
and forms can be obtained I from Oct. 79 tm ApH! 80. 
by phoning Ellesn Kennedy RUPER&T STEEL i garage Sale? The answ r to this Is to Preferably within vicinity of 
at 635.3042 or Donna Grat at bring your articles to the vocaUonaI school. Contact 
635-6674. (NC.13Mune) SALVAGE LTD. I Child Development Centre Keith Wallace, 2020 High. 
between June I1 and 16 and 1977 Heavy Hauler Tandem .view PI., Port Moody, B.C. 
BIRTHRIGHT Don't know wh;,t to doll the Ledles Auxiliary of the boat trailer with ~ withouh (PS-15J) 
On Saturday, JunelG, at l l  with that pile of scrape Child Development will sell power winch. Designed to' l~ewteaehertoTerrarew|th 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, I i  these Items for you with 10 ])ave 24 foot boat. Phone 6,~-' w~e & one ~"d  wl~ea to 
a.m., the Mayor and Mrs. copper, aluminum,is percent of the p'roceeds to ge 47/'/ (Clfn.16.08.79) rent 2 or S hedroom home, 
Maroney will officiate at a batteries? We buy smell • to the Centre. Larger ar- preferably unfurnished. No rlbhon Cutting ceremony to 
and large quantities alike | tlcles should not be brought 19'/6 24-it. Fiberform Mere Fete. Wanted to rent ~'om. 
mark the official opening o f  and ere located on Seal g before Friday (between 4:30 233 HP. 2 w~par, rod holders, JI~V let 1979 for at least the 
the Terrace chapter of Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. II and. 7 p.m.) Also, any clun] horn, trim tabs, com- coming school ~ I~ Send 
Birthright. An open house Call us at 124-N3t, Mon. II donations for this sale would pails g~ey pack, toUet, 8 It. letters to M. 2798 
will folloW, until 4 p.m. We through sat., 8 a.m.. S II be appreciated. ' l~m~'  c l~ ,  CB & an- Uplands Street Prlne 
Invite you to come and have ,.m. ' I DATE OF SALE teima, l f r /HD Trailer flying eGeorge B.C. V2L 4Y1 or 
a look and enloY a cup of 
coffee. The address Is No. 3. saturday, June 16 at 12 noon bridge. Phone $3S-4777. phone 563-1893, (Ctin-23.5-79) 
4421 Lakelse (upstairs). to 4 p.m. (cffn;l-,~79) 
54, BUSINESS , PLACE 
(NC-15June), . Child Development Centre, For sole19781'a foot Sangster PROPERTY 
Showing at  the Kltimat 2510 S. Eby St., Terrace boat. Phone after 6 p.m. 635. : 
Museum nil through May Sports reporter req~-~ FOR FURTHER 2340 or view st 2215 Kalum RETAIL OR 
and June inn display from Must have knowledge of INFORMATION Street after 6 p.m. (PS -  OFFICESPACE 
the Museum of Natural local sports and be able to Contact either Made Jock - 14June) 2 stores, total of 2800 sq. ft. 
Sciences about a living fossil demonstrate writing skills. 438.1437 or Belly Mlstelcft Can be separated to MOO sq. 
flah, the Coelacanth. The flsh Salary dependent on ex. 6354~7 17 foot Relnell, newly fl. arees. In choice locations 
was caught at the Aft'lean parlance. Apply In person at NOTE: Please return to the upholstered 115 Marc. on Lazelle Shopplng Centre, 
shore Lq 1938. (NC.29June) the Dolly Herald after noon. Child Oevelopmont Centreat Trailer, Dinghy. Lots of Terrace, B.C. 635-3576or 2aS- 
Terrace Litt le Theatre .INC-ffn) 4 p.m. to pick up elthor your extras."AIso tent for sale. 1939 Vanoouver.(Ctfn.1.06.79) 
money or articles not sold. Good condition. Phone 632. 
Summer School of Children's' WANTED Any articles not picked up 7,131. (P$.12June) Warehouse or manufac. 
Drama. Part time graduate nurse or will be taken to the Salvation luring space available Im. 
This summer school starts reglsteredoureatoc0mplete Army. (pS-lSJ) 41 MACHINERY medlately, 3100squerefest. 
July 9th and Is open to paramedical examinations . , Downtown location, phone 
students 8-14 years of age. for Insurance purposes In Garage sale at 4706 Homer FOR SALE : 635-7~10. (ctfn-6~-/9) 
There will be three 2 week Terrace & area. Car Street from 10 e.m. to 2 p.m. 
sessions. Cost Is $20 per required. Apply Box 34158, saturday, June16,1979. ( C4. =or sole Self Propallod back. Forrent: the Terrace NDP 
sosslon. .Station D,' Vancouver B.C. 15June) hoe. Asking $5500.00. Phone office. Available June 1, 
Registration . 10 a.m. to 2 VGJ 4N1. (c3-13J) 1993, air.concllUened. 4~3 
p.m., July 3.6 at Terrace 635.3604 evenings. (P3- Lakel,e Avenue. Phone 
LlffleTMatreBullldlng. You Person with own equlpm. Garage sel~ at 4720 Tuck 12June) ~352. (Cffn-14-S-79) 
may pre-reglster by phoning moat to cut, rake, and bale Ave. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
63340411 approximately 4 acres of on Saturday, June 16th, 1979. Warehouse spacewlth office. 
or hay. 635-9258. (Ctfn.01-0&79) (CS.15June) Appr.oxlmately 1200 eq. ft. 
each. $4.00 eq. ft. rental fee. 
638.9717 Wanted experienced 32. Phone 638-2312. Available for 
(nc.GJ) chamber maid for motel. MOTORCYCLES The B.C. Housing occupancy July 31, 1979~ 
Terrace Blueback Swl m Also retired person who still Management la taking ap- (a21.29J) 
Club Annual General enjoys occasional abor like : pllcatlons for accomodotlon 
Meeting & Eltctlon of Of. lawn mowing. Phone 635. 1979 Yamaha 650. Like new. at the "Willows, 3404 Kalum Warehouse space aM or 
ricers /M& (~3.JgJunol Phone Sandman Inn at 635- Street for bachelor and 1 manufactur ing  space 
Wed. June13,1979 Exper ienced grader  9151 Room 376 after S p.m. bedroom apartments. Arent available immediately. Any 
sanlorCItlzensRm, operator required for (P5-12June) supplement Is available sizefromg00to26,0o0squere 
8p.m. Houston area. References depending on Income. feet. Reasonable rent. 
Urge all parents & anyone are required. Phons 845-2498 For Sale: 1970 - 650 Yamaha Interested persons over ?hone: 635-3~1. 
Interested In oompetltlve or 045-7419 evenings. (C~- Special. Extended front end, the age of 55 or single per. 
swimming to attend. (nc. ~M, 12&lSJune) . custom seat. Immaculate sbnsln RECEIPTOF GAIN WAREHOUSE and' 
' condltloo. Must be mn to be for the handicapped may 
13J) Wanted: People for phone appreclated. Phone 638-5055. obtain applications at No. Reta i l  Space 
' sellcltatlon. Must enioy. (p3-13J) 103-3404 Kalum Street, ava i lab le  on new By.' 
BUYING? •talking to people. Part and ~ _. ' 
SEUIANG? full time available. ExJ 400 Yamaha Enduro. New Tarrace~ S.C. or by mall to: paSS. Phone P.O. Box 310 Prince Rupert, 638-1166 
collent bonus Incentive. Fori engine, good condition. B.C. "VSJ 3P9. Phone 
Use ClsosWeds interview call 635.6119. (a~ Sl,200 OBO. Phone 638.10~ Inquiries .oolll~.'t to 627-7501. (Ctfn.01-06-79) 
ff.n.Tu,W). , after 5 p.m. (sffn.tfn) ~ (A11.22June, Atfn.Frl.) 
f , 
~convenl,nce s tore .  Good 
:volume. For more In 
4ormatlon wrlto to Box 1217 
'~ire of Tarries Herald. 
1975 Chev ~ Ton ~x4, Step 
• side-4 epasd. Phone '638-1121 
c# 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ct~. 
3:_5.79) 
::(P10-12Juna) 
:Noarly ~ocre In Thornhlli. 
Pirtla!ly clsarod with saptlc 
ayetom and; wall casing. 1974 12x~ Deluxe Dlpaomat. 
Phone 635.8351emyflme. (Pb.' Fully furnished, 2 bedroem, 
i11 ~ 2June) ~',/~i' built : In  China cabinet. 7~.l;foot Skylark fully self 
: Ii0hfly tread mldeflf i l  'li~1)aflonflreplaca, Inatalll~l contained, Immac01ate 
JNIIdlng lot. With wetef on In h'ellor park. Phone 638. condition, electric bre~i;  
:~Klrby Street In ThornhllL 231S or &#.g~9 after 6 p;m, ' with full iwnlng. 635.316,1. 
~PlnancIng avellable for rlgM (CS.leJune! " .. (Ph.12Juna) '
person. Atklng I~X).O0 flrm. 19"/7 14x70 trellor with Sx1~ 
Phone ~I.I0~. (Ps.IMuna) eddlflon, furnlshed or. un. 
furnished, Set up at No. 
Terrace Trailer Court. DIVORCE 
Phone 635-431S. (Pb.l,IJuna). QUICK-INEXPENSIVE We 
19S4 Chev 2 dr. H.T. Good Well Kept 1070 19~e0 MohUe prepare your divorce papers 
running cond. No rult. Home, 10x24additiea, acorn over the phone-fact. For 
Aeklng 113,000. Phone 635- F.P. & Veranda, $I0,~00.00 more inf0rnmllou call Self- 
.3239. (p10-23J) ' Skirted &, set up in trailer Counsel Servl(~, the law 
park. Call after 8 p.m. 638- office of ,Jack D. James, 
1971 Datsun El0 Sedan. 4 1073. (Clfn.01.0~79) M,B,A., LL. B Toll free 1~ 
- -  - -  ~- - - -  ~ (in Vancouver 
q)ead, AM.FM., excellent For 5b]e: 22x52 Gendall area e~ll 986-33~). (Affn- 
condition. 1455 OBO. Phone Vista Villa. Fully furnlshed~ Tue) 
438.1304 anytime. (c5.1SJ) set up In local trailer park: 
1974 Chev St. Wagon. Auto, Phone ~e.1044. (ctfn.23.4. 
P.S., P.B., roof rack, t~;aller "79) 
hitch, 350 VS. Exc. condltlen. 3 bedroom doublewlde for 
No rust. 4,000 alias, s2so0 saM. on large Weed lot. LAND REGISTRY ACT 
!OBO. Phone ~12.7267. (¢5- Fireplace, 2 baths, on water 
:15,/) ' system, alSO large workshop. 
For  solo: 197"/ Honda Civic Phone 635.4~1& {P'~.3July) 
Hatchback. ExceJlont I~x44 3 bedro~n Imporlal 
Condition. 20,000 miles, with ~ addition. Heated 
Radio and underceated, by natural gas. Lot Is 7~x200 WHEREAS satisfactory 
Phone ~15.$4~. (pa.14J) with large planted garden, proof of loss uf the above 
, . fruit trasl, fully teodecapod • Cortlflcate of Title IssuEd In 
1FrJ.240Z Datsun Iports car. and fenced. Phone. 5-71188. the names of Roger Glenn 
Well maintained. New body (Pb.12Juna) Vlnnedga and Joan Lahore 
work. Only 43,000 mile s. 1973 Norwestarn trallor (12 
Aak lng l .  Phone&lb.9472. foot x SO foot) 2 bedroom 
.(cS.l~) fully furnished With. 9xl2 
:'1970 Mustafig, iq;~sssesed, addition. Covered porch. 
Open to bide. Contact Rick Phoni after 6 p.m. 638-1985. 
iSmlth. 635.7117. (cffn.24A) (Pb.12June) .... 
19'/8 Thunderbird, 2 door 197e 14xT0.Manco M:H.  
hard-top. 351 cubic, inch. Unfurnished, set up & 
Auto-tram/9500 Km. Asking _.el~rtod inlocal trailer park. 
;9,000,00 130.' Phone 638- Phone e35-97~.. (Q/n-2S-lS- 
19STafl(~Sp.m. (l~-14Jene) ?9) . :~ ,,.'.~,,:, 
.:i'974 Toyota Corolla, Sh~X). 1977 Atco 14)(~1 3three 
New radials all round. Plul 2 bedroom. Set bpati& Ik[rte~l 
wlntor radlali.Goud running No. 11 Park Avenue Troller 
condition, $1200.00. OBO. Co0rt. Phone 635.244L (PT' 
phone ~15.S~dJ weekends or 15June) 
evealnge. (Pb.13June) 
For sale 13 foot Vanguard 
~1977 Nova Concoure, P.S.,: treltsr, fully equlped. New 
P.B.,Vlnyl roof, 350motor In spare fire. Like new con- 
9ocd conldltlon, and very dltlou. View at.~07 Straunne 
econumlcal on gas. Asking or call ~15.288L (Pb.15June) 
$41)00. Phone 635-4023. (P10- 
.1g June) 
• Low mileage. Interlor 
completed. Must he sasn to Alice Arm-Kltealt. area. 
be oppreclated. Many more Apply at Box 1312 care of 
:featurel. For more In. Terrace Herald. (PI0- 
formatlon call ~IIb1383 after 2S June) 
S p.m. (C5.14J,ne): 
1971 Ford Torlno, black & 
whlte. Good drlvlng con., 
'ditlon.Somerust. Brandmw 197e Okanogan Van cover. 
tires. Priced at S650.00.; elan with all accessories. 
phene~15.236Z (Pb.21June) Under warranty. Vlow at 
" Aluminum City Lodge In 
1970 Musses8 Mach L 4 Kltlmat. For further In. 
speed. Open to bids until formation call Kemeno 4.14. 
:May 31, 1979. Contact G. 5539. (C10-19June) 
Warreun at 635-717"/between 
8:30 & 5 p.m. (Cffn.17-5-79) 197"/ Skylark Camper, IlW 
foot. Fully equlped. 1974 
1974 260Z Datsun Low Ford 1 ton Super Camper 
mlleago. Best offer. 795.2208 Specisl. Like new. Will sell 
after 6 p.m. (Oh.IS June) camper separately, phone 
635.3029. (P7.16June) 
W~J Buick Century V4 Auto. 
P.S.,P.B. Good running One 13 ft. recreattontraller 
condition. Phone 635.4246. equlppedwithetove, frldge& 
(C,l-15June) furance. Exc. condition. 
Must be seen to be sp- 
1974 Vega Hatchback. Good' preclated. Phone 635-2668. 
condition. AM.FM radio. (cb.lSJ) 
tape deck. Bucket seats. 
Phone 635-8429 after 6 p.m. 14 foot travel trailer, In. 
'(Cs.lOJune) c:ludes trailer hitch & 
: equalizer bare and set of' 
: mirrors. Asking $850. Ph. 1 Thoroughbred Quarter 
635.7997. (Cb.lSJ) horse, 10 years old. Very 
1975 Chev ~ ,on 4x4 atopslde 1971 Skylark 19tA foot travel good shape.All round saddle 
.4spd. Phone 638.1121 or 635. trailer. Fully self contained horse. Good i~'ood mere. 
with shower & many extra'e. Phone - 835.3986. (P3. 
3007 after 5 p.m (Cffn.1-O~-79) Good condition & clean 7,.11,T4June) 
1975 Ford F2,~0-4x4. 3S0,V8, throughout. Must be seen to 3 year old pony. Excellent 
P.S., P.B., c-w cahopy, 23 ~be appreclatod. (CS-19June) for any experienced young 
chennelCB, twin CB arieis., rider. Phone 635-2732. (P~ 
8 track tape player. Storcrett ent trailer. Sleeps 15,/) 
Evenings phone 635-7617. 6, Stove, Frldga & Furnace. 
(P~-ISJ) . Extras Include camp,/ &~ For eats registered V~ 
' Ports " P0flle, excellent Arabisn Gelding. For more 
1974 GMC ~ ton, 4 whe41 conclltlan~S3,000flrm.S-3241, detalllplesssphone635.94~6. 
drive, V4, STD., P.S.,P.6. (P4-1SJune) (P5.13June) 
, Phone &15.9202 after S p.m. 
(P~sJune) 
IFr/GMC Blazer 4x4. 25,000 
miles, many extras. Will 
iflke large elation wagon aS 
trade.In. Phone 635.3717 
.days, 63S-7623 after 6 p.m. 
(Cl0.~June) 
i9SO International One Ton. 
244 on. In, dloplaosment. 
Phone 435.MI1. (Pb.llJune) 
wn Ford E.I~0 window van. 
Good condition. Low 
mileage. P.S., P.O,, e 
cylinder standard. S6SOO 
OBD. Ph. LlS.4324. (rJ.lSJ) 
i 
1977 Chev Van 380 
automatic., P.S., P.B. asking 
14,000 OBO. Ph. 635-3520. 
(p5.1SJ) 
I i T . . . .  . _ I 
It~e Ford r~0, se01 
Iautomaii¢, p.l., p.b., 27,0001 
Imil~. ~0o.0o. Call 636- I
,12~ between 8 e.m. and Sl 
ip.m. BSaW (Ctfn.01.~79) I 
WANTED 
for the following areas 
KITIM/ff 
Ptarmigan area 
1969 VW Camparlzed Van., 
Standard., Well maintained 
$1475.00. 042.60115, (C3. 
12,13,15June) 
"19U" LH.C. Trevolall V.O 
Auto,• P.S.,- P.B., low 
mileage, radial tires, price 
$1200.00. Phone ~M.4610. (PS- 
13Juno) " ' 
. . :  - .  
• TENDERS 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Certificate of Title to the 
above named In lieu of' said 
Lost Certificate unless In the 
meantime valid objection Is 
made In'writing to the un- 
dersigned. ~ .... 
~DAT~ED., at the Land 
I . t~ i~; .~Ot  f.lce,, i'~" Prince 
~T, .~or : ,~y ,  197,. 
' :* ; '  "R.E.HOCPar, 
• !~ REGISTRAR 
First Publication May 31, 
1979. (A10-13June) 
NOTICE INVITING 
.~ A~IGA13ONS FOR 
," ~:. ,1~ 1"4 MB ER, :SALE"" "~. 
.... LICENCE A.1,1482 
Pursuant to section 16(1) 
of the Forest Act, there will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by "the Forest. 
Ranger, Prince Rupert at. 
11:00 a.m. on the 3rd day of 
August, 1979, a Timber Sale 
Llcance t-o authorlse t.he 
harvesting of "21 ~80 cubic 
metres ot timber and located 
on McNeil Creek, C.R.5 Land 
District. Term: one(l) year. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction 
In person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and I
heated as one bid. 
Details at the proposed' 
Timber Sale Llconca may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger at the Courthouse, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VaJ 1B9, 
or the Regional Manager, 
Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VOJ 1B0. (A4. 
15June) 
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"Disaster fantasy' rapped 
Nuclear RqlulatoW Com. 
minim made aserious error 
in ~ disemkl the 
potent ia l ly  explosive 
hydrogen bubble which 
formed h=lde me reactor 
when it wu later learned an 
that atent fear of in  ex- 
plosion Into an alreedy 
uncertain climate," ha told 
700 association membm at a 
conference.  
'. 'Now the commiss ion  
' HYDROAND TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
POWER AUTHORITY Wceldsnt of .the Canadian 
N~eisar Aeacelatlon accused 
Uni tedStates  officials 
lnvlt~ tenders for rental Monday of bchavin~ 
of tcrap, ra, I~, I)9, I:~, 9~,' inceponslbly for p.omot~. 
Jd444 vlbrator~ roller, adis/mtorflnt~y~urh~the 
gredtr, dump trucks 10~14 recent aceldent at tbe 
cesa roads In the Terrace 
• area for the period approx. 
• 30 June.Sopfembar 30, 1979. 
Reference No. ~.,I,WI 
Closing Date: 27 June 1979 
. Sealed •tenders clearly• 
marked as above-referenced 
will be received In Room 
I0~, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Berrerd Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:0Oa.m. 
local time, 27 June W/9. 
Details may be oMalned 
• from the office of the Pur. 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard SWeet, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone M~I-2.Tr/and 
2560. (Ab12June) 
other, la~er natural sources 
of radiation, we have had to 
turn to U,8. data tomake a
Iluesetimate of natural 
sources in Cahads." 
And while the Radiation 
Protection Branch of the 
federal bealth depa~ment i  
Ottawa lJ ~ for con- 
tinued funds for research, 
admits that It was wrong, 
explmlm could never have that an expl~lun could not 
yd. for mafntanenca of so- Mile bland plant In Petal- taken place, have taken, place, Public 
"The HRC Introduced the 
TENDERS 
• Quofes will be recalvad for 
the supply and or Installation 
of storm windows and 
screens for Stowsrf General 
Hospital. Tender In. 
Re: Certificate of T i t le  atructlonsend |pacifications 
H3323, Lot 2, Ol~rlct Lot are available by contacting: 
4468, RangeS, Coast District, The Plant Manager • 
Plane981. Prince Rupert Regional 
Hospltat 
1305 Summit' Ave. 
Prince Rupert. B.C. 
YaJ =AS 
Ooslng date for receipt of 
Vlnnadga has been flied In  tenders: June 19, 1W9. (C1. 
netlca that at the expiration 
of tWO Weeks from date of the ' ~ '~ '~"  ~ E IWl I I  ( :~tml l~ For l l~t l  
first publication hereof I - 
shall ' Issue a Provlslousl STAND 
aylyanin,' 
Nick Edige~ said the U,8. ~meept of the bubble and authoritlna muat ttke full the lnformatl0n BO- 
W e D  rcoponalbURy f . " t~ l  error cumu~tod to,date ha. not 
been made public, sald 
uselm for the NRC to car. Ediier. • 
rest the public record." ' 
i Hin(s For Homeowners On Planning And Building I 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed. tenders for the' 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST1031.10.22 
JS&RF Located Ski Hill No. 
1 Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 17.27 
Vlewlng date June 19, 1979, 
leavlng Ranger Statlon at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand reading site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract _IS/~ma,q~atory 
sanders Is h30 p.m. June :!7, 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and In the 
mar and sandpaper are 
needed for construction; 
but an electric power saw 
and drill will simplify, your . 
job. 
Begin by cutting two 
eight-foot-long 2 x 4's into 
eight sections 23-3/4" long. 
Place four of these on a 
You can build a sturdy 
outdoor table for two that 
will weather the elements 
without putting your 
budget under a cloud if you 
do the Job yourself and start 
with a simple frame. 
Only !9-1/2" high and 
two. feet square, this little 
table provides a convenient 
• surface for reading, eating 
or just propping up your 
feet ' without . being too 
heavy or cumbersome i£ 
your build it of 2 x 4 see~ 
tious. It can withstand y~.m 
of hard usage and expoanm 
to the elements, becom~g 
what you might hink of as 
a long-term home improve- 
ment rather than mere patio 
furniture. 
You should construct i 0f 
Wolmanized® ~ presanre- 
treated lumber or Dutdoor® 
wood. They're produced by 
Koppere Company and its 
licensees and are available 
through most leading build- 
ing material ouUets. The 
finished table will require 
no paint, stain, or varnish. 
Wolmanized lumber is pres- 
sure-treated with Wolman® 
CCA~ wood prf~ervative 
~lL~,~c~ ~q/,~,ro~i~,e,. r~ls, 
tahoe '  . ",agaifi~t' '. ~r~d" 
.destroying insects' and 
decay-producing fungi. You 
can leave the table in the 
backyard year-round with- 
envelopes supplied which, out worrying about its de- 
with particulars, may be .teriorating. 
obtained from the Forest Only ordinary hand tools 
Ranger(e) Indicated, or such as asaw, square, ham- 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER TERMS OF THE 
CANADA BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST N~,NAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT."  : (AS '  
12,13,14,15,1gJune) 
ii 
Pitch 
In 
Lend a hand 
@ 
Keep Canada 
Beautiful 
I I 
TERRAOE 
Dutch Valley .' 
Cedar Crescent Area 
Kofoed Drive 
Thornhlll St. 
Hemlock St. 
Hlghwa)y 16 West 
Woodland Heights 
North Eby Street 
Willow Creek Road 
If you are Interested In one Of these routes please phone 
635-6357 
between 9 a.m. and S p.m. 
DRESS UP YOUR PAT IO 
Edlger, also prmldont of 
Eld0rado Nuclear Ltd. of ~ 9 
oU.r v OV t 
feniaelee were generated by 
• the Harrisburg, Pa., ac- ! 
eld.t  in M a r c h . . o a k s  at  " 
• "Harrisburg was much 
Oly pic than a nuclear event." m s He cited on~ p0salbly 
leading infra-red photo, 
shew inl/ the glow ~ t~ VICTORIA' (CP) -- The 
p lant 'a  radiation leaxs, provincial government will 
which was published in rev iew Vancouver ' s  
newspapers around the Ix'opoaed bld for the I~e8 
wono. • Winter Olympics but 
"It (the photo caption) Provincial Secretary Huih 
didn't mention that the Curflasaldtodsyth~tltiston 
radiation heat (depicted) early to to .commit the 
was heat c0mi~ from the province to helping the city 
buildingandthatthacamera fin ncially in its efforts to 
technique was the same used get the games. 
by our federal department of Curtis said in an interview 
• energy, minoa end resources that here are more preas ing 
to identify heat escapl~ matters to be dealt with by 
'from homes and other the govea'nmunt but be in- 
buildings requiring more tends to study the bld.~'om 
insulation." ' Vanceuver. 
Ediger said mc~e research 
is needed about radtaUou ca- 
the rtsks associated 
with nuclear tachsal~ can 
he accurately assessed. 
For example, flie U.S. 
Environmental. Protection 
~ency says the largest 
singlesourceof 
technologically enhanced 
natural radiation measured 
to date is radon contained in
natural gas "which is burned, 
in the home for cocking and 
heat.Sag." 
About 14 per cent of the 
total radiation to which man 
is exposed comes from 
radioactive lements within 
our own.body, he Said. 
"But when it comes to the 
Lack of provinetel~mpport 
by the former NDP govern- 
ment squelched an earlier 
attempt by Vancouver to get 
the Olympics . . . . . .  
Curt~ seld he wanis to 
~mow all the facts and costs 
before the er i ch  C01~mbia 
government makes any kind 
of commitment. 
Vancouver Mayor!Jack 
Volrich said last week that 
the games wil l .  Cmt ~0 
million and they will pay for 
themselves. ' ~ " 
He said .he will ask city 
council on Tubkday to 
commit itself to the.bld by 
approving f~cmation of a 
special, committee and 
providing m,5o0 to prepare 
the bid. 
motion on these and other 
projects using Wolmanized 
lumber, / call, toll free, 
800-245-2708. In Pennsyl- 
vania,  call  col lect 
412-227-2441. In Canada 
call 416-826-9648. 
level surface to make u 
zontsl sections overlapping 
angles.tw° vertical segrnentsat 90 ° JAN ITOR SERVICES REQUIRED 
Legs can be made by 
cutting a 12-foot 2x4 
board into sections 17-3/4" by office in Terrace. Weekly service shall 
long. Place one board on its . include window cleaning, replenishing 
• sanitation su tiles, etc. side and lay a second flush . Interest--' - -"qe: = along l~ top edge,.to .~orm , 
" "~a F ...... I :sl~Uld r~Pi¥ IA'Vl~i~ng to Box 3Wg~'t~?i;ac~d,~l L .. aste ,t w . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
~:'*""~'our evenly"~spaced"-~nal~, l~: , .... •i";~B~C'~ ~,. ToL- . , ,v i4w o,m. es. 1 
For more detailed infor- 
Terraoe It Distriot 
MINOR Ii00KE¥ REOISTRATION 
Sat,, June 16, 1979 
CLARENCEMICHIEL SCHOOL GYM 
from I P.M..4 P.M. ~ 
Fees this year are: Bugs - -  $4S.00, Al.~(~lhers --  aS0.00 
Family of three or more ,  $120.00 "~ .. 
Boys wishing to play hockey In 1979.80 must regletor at 
this time. 
, , re  
BUILDING FOR RENT 
5745 Sq. ft. with 61/2 years on lease plus 10 
year renewal option. Prefer one tenant but 
will sublet. EXCELLENT LOCATION 
beside hanks end arena in Kltlmat City 
Centre. Rate approx, one.half of mall rent. 
Contact Brian Eby at MacKenzie Furniture, 
380 City centre 
632-1181 
or 
624-4146 624-608 
Prince Rupert - Work Prince Rupert. Home 
I 
Native Courtworkilre Is accepting applications for 
the position of Supervisor, Prince Rupert. 
DUTIESt 
To supervise and evaluate the work of the Native 
Courtworker In the North Coast Region. To develop 
training proprammas and workahopl In the region. To 
be Involved In the recruiting and hiring of ntw Court. 
workers ae the need arlsaL To establish good working 
relations between the Native Indian Community and 
the Justice System. 
GUALIFICATIONSs 
The person salected should have an exhmslve 
background In working with Native Indian peoples, 
have a first head knowledge of the veluas nod lifestyle 
of Native Indians, be completely familiar with the 
structure of the role of Courtworkera In the eyat~, 
and must be able to articulate the peelflon of Native 
people coming Into cunfllot with the law. Demonstrated' 
ability In report writing would be an asset. The salary, 
mtgatlahfe. 
CLOSING DATBI 
June 14, 1979. 
Submit written resumes to: 
Rxs~etlve Dlredor 
NATIVE COUN~KERS AND 
COUNSELLING ASSOCIATION O1~ B,C. 
2H.  i l lS Sprvce Mrast 
Vanoauvor, D.C. 
(16,7,0,11,12) VIH IPl  
- -  I I 
@ 
3rltlSh Columbl( 
st Products Lie 
)ston Bar requires 
Saw Fitter 
TQ preferred 
Coastal IWA benefits apply 
Telephone applications accepted. 
Call collect o: 
"J Dang Denials 112-867-9214 
STEN0 II (ROMP OFFICE ) 
The following Is being adverttsed wlth duties to 
commence August I, 1979. Thle early posting will 
facilitate the required security clearance of ap. 
pflcehts. 
QUALIFICATIONS, 
Minimum Grade 12 Education 
Ability to type SO w.p.m, with accuracy 
Possess Initiative and self assurance 
Ability to work under pressure and mast deadlines. 
DUTIESz 
A detailed resume of duties Is available at the R.C.M.. 
P. Detachment, but Includes the following: tran. 
Krlblng and typing of assigned work/ acting ee 
hdophone orderly and recaptlonlet; assisting In or. 
daring and controlling of s~ppllos and stock/assisting 
with preparation of detachment mall. 
HOURS OF WORK: 
In accordance with 1979 Collective Agreement. 
UNIONI 
C.U.P.E. Local 2012 
RATE OF PAYs 
IIS~.IM BI.waskly 
BENEFITSs ' 
U.I.C. 
Canada Penllon Plan 
M,S,A, 
Life Insurance Plan 
PonMon Plan 
RESPONSIBLE TO, 
St.S0t., I.C Terrace Detachment 
Application to be eubmlttlM to the undersigned on or 
before Monday, Jule 11, 1979. 
St.Sgt. R.G. Lafta 
NO. 1.32tS Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
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DEAR ABBY .I' 
By Abigail Van • Buren 
1979 by ChlClO0 Trioune.N.Y. Naws 6ynd, Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: A reader asks, "How de I get back 
with No.l?" Hem's how I did it. My wife and I had been 
divorced for three months. 
I missed her like crazy, so I sent flowers with a note, 
"I miss you, Baby. Love, Allen" 
She phased to thank me, and asked if I wanted to stop 
by that evening. I went. We talked and cried and 
hugged and kissed. Than I asked if I could spend the 
night. She said, "Not tonight. I have a headache." We 
both had a good laugh because that was a Ixivate Joke 
betweanus. 
We admitted that we still loved each other, and 
decided to try spin.  It's been 14 years and we're still 
in love. 
L.A. LOVE STORY 
DEAR ABBY: I married the same woman tlu~e 
timeal She had two husbands in between marriages 
andI had three wives. 
The only ones whe came out ahead were tim lawyers. 
Take my advice and move out, cool eft, separate ff
neeemmry, but don't get a divorce ~eas you're 
positive yon never want o see each ether again. 
ALSO SORRY IN FRESNO 
l DEAR ABBY: Tell SORRY IN ST. JO, who is con- 
siderlng remarrying her ex, to" forget it. 
I married that man I said not to haft a dozen times. 
He was the world's smoothest asleaman. I finally said 
yes. He drank and chased, so I divorced him two years 
later. He wouldn't leave me alone, so like a fool I let 
talk me into marrying him again. It didn't work 
out. 
I'm free' now. I hear he went to Australia. 1 hope he 
stays, there . .  
STUCK TWICE 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a man who remarried my ex. It- 
was dumb. I made the same mistake twice. 
ROY IN WOBURN, MASS. 
DEAR ABBY: Tell SORRY IN ST. JO not to remarry 
her ex unless the reason they split up has been 
nsolved. 
Gary and I were very much in love when we married. 
OUr problem was too much family interference onboth 
sides. Mter 10 years and three children, tliey suc- 
eeedsd in breaking up our marriage. We couldn't live 
without each other, so we decided !o move away from 
both families and try again. 
We moved from New Jersey to California 10 years 
ago, and couldn't be happier. 
: HAPPY ,TRANSPI .~ 
i, 
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ACROSS 37 Victor Berge, 55 Irish. 9 Sphere of 
1 Identifying for one sea action l ' ' 
strip 38 Warrant god 10 Healed 
• 6 Frighten 41 Piece out 56 To be, in 11 Tries l 
9 --~ up 43 Monipulate Spain " 17 lriShlcop 
12 Child's dishonestly 57 Send 19 Deep ditches 
marble 44 -- Jay l DOWN , 31 Heavy ~ ' 
13 0rg, for Lamer LTrack " drinker 
doctors 45 -- AnUiles circuit 2Z Color 
14 Feel 47 Kind of 2 Past 24 Wager 
remorse basement? 3 Santa -- N Board or 
15 Chief office 49 Food fish 4 Girl's nsme chicken 
of Ottoman 52 Summer 5 Ogles 28 Duties 
30 Word with Empire on the 6 Author of 
16 Beard [ Loire "Jurgen" 
trimmers' 53 "All 7.Its capital 
18 They serve About --" is Muscat 
.bibbors 54 Flee to wed 8 Conflict 
20 Dill Avg. solution time: 25 mln. 
Zl Shinto I~L IA IF IF IOE I~F I~P 
temple IRIAILIOIOIUITIDIOINIE 
33 Mi, fa, -- I~:ILIMI01OIRITIDIOINI/ 
Tapered [LIOISITI  ITIAIBIAITIEIr 
nails / I /  L IOI~ E~ 
ICtAIFIEITIRIAINISIO~, ( 
35 Cather's IUISIC ----IOih RIOIE 
"One of , "  IPlHk3ITI~PliIAIMFIEIEF 
S7 Change 
39 Contains 
oolong, [EIGI~JDI~HISITIUIRIP 
sometimes JR l ID E IH I  I ITIEIRI IIr 
31 Kettledrum IV OIS S lOP  SIRtAI~b 
Crisp. 5-4 
breads Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
come or go 
3Z Pub's heart 
33 Cuckoo 
34 Limb 
36 Sharper 
33 "Mack 
and --" 
39 Gladden Z A P Z Y A. 
40 Less frequent 
42 Organic 
- • .~ 
' I 2 ~" i3 ll4l: i~ ~,  [~.lll . ~'  
21 22 
. I" 'N" I " l l  ili!iil 
. 113 o 
NNW % I. 37", 
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.IN  I1  . 
110 11 
I l l  
mm 
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5-4 
JGPKU 
0 " 
Compound 
45 Dwell Yesterday's Cryptoqulp '-- TINY TOT'S ORIGINAL IDgAS 
TITILLATED GRAND OLD LADY. 
46 Writer ' Today's Cry]ptoqMp clne: P eqt/als O
Gardner 
48 Early Roman The Cryptoqulp is a simple subetRul~'cipher in  which each 
money letter used stonds for anothcr. If you ~dnk that X equuls O, it 
50 News org. will equal O tiu'oughout the puzsle. Slnole letters, short wor~., 
and words using an apostm~ on~ give you elum to loeatinS 
51Asian vowels. Solution is accomplkhed bYtrial and error. . . 
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HOROSCOPE 
romantic encounters, career endeavors. have to learn the hard way. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ ' /~ 
Share thoughts with family 
members. Affairs at a 
distance l ave you with mixed 
feelings. Beware of hidden 
costare purchases ............ 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to Jane 20) 111 
You're liable to go ahead 
with a plan despite reser- 
vations by other& Still, you 
wish they could see it your 
way. Evening brings romantic 
interlude. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) WVt.~ 
The same problem keeps 
cropping up re dear ones. 
Others may second guess your 
actions. The light touch works 
best in discussions. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
You'll make headway re a 
work project, Don't let others 
distract you. Hidden thoughts 
affect discussions with 
friends, acquaintances. 
' "~  ~).a.JC3 (Sept. 23 to oct, 
Despite fforts to please, a
family member may still be 
dissatisfied.' Stay clear of 
controversial subjects. A 
friend has a helpful 
suggestion. 
~o m..~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Red herrings could prolong 
a discussion. Find a safe outlet 
for emotions. Don't let them 
build up. Seek advice re a 
business venture. 
SAGrrrARIUS 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 9.x) ~ 
A meney-maing plan may 
not get others' backing. A 
blend may insist on being 
hem'd. Financial advice is 
valuable. Pay attention. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
One of those days when 
some people like you and 
others don't. Coming on too 
strong could arouse defense 
mechanisms in those less 
posiUve. 
prec. . )X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
A heart-to-beart talk with a 
frlead may leave you disap- 
pointed. Don't become so 
embroiled in others' 
problems. Creative projects 
go well. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
creative and gifted with the 
written and spoken word. 
You'd make a good.salcsman 
and gravitate to careers in- 
volving travel. Usually 
popular, social contacts are 
instrumental toyour success. 
Writing, acting, education, 
publishing, advertising, and 
law are fields in which you'd 
, find happiness. Your best 
success comes when you 
broaden your scope and reach 
out to all mankind with your 
message. You enjoy public life 
and can excel in politics and 
civic reform. Businesses 
allied to the arts often attract 
you. Birthdate of: Uta Hagen, 
actress; Anthony Eden, 
statesman,; and David 
Rockefeller, banker. 
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